Editor's Note
by Wilma Mirandn!
Wilma Miranda is Associate Projessor, Fort~~ilr~tio~n
of Educution Faculty,
Department of Leadership and Educational Stlrdies, College of Educatiorz,
Northern Illinois University.
entbers 01: the Thresholds in Education
Foundation and the
Department of Lead ership and Educational Policy Studies may be justly proud of their
fourth annual co-sponsored conference, "Education for Unity Within a
Diverse Community: New Roles,
New Relationships, New Responsibilities." The conferees, both in their
formal presentations and in their
conversational exchanges, reflected
the urgency of issues facing all educators today. During the two-day
meeting, held October 16-17, 1994,
on the camplis of Northern Illinois
University, participants, diverse not
only in their official roles, but also in
their ethnic, gmder, racial, and class
identities, came together to seek
common ground and to debate.
They sought to test their positions
against competing views of an
imagined h~ture.Th~sstimulated, as
I think you will agree, a set of presentations of unusuat passion and
depth.
In this first of a two-part Tllrt-d~olds issue, the selected presentations
are focused on conceptual issues.
Part I1 will offer pedagogical initiatives to achieve the conditions announced in the conference theme.
All authors grapple with related
questions. What is to count as 'community'? What forms of imposed
suffering may be masked under
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calls for unity? What are the consequences for constitutional demmracy in calls for diversity? What are
the intellectual and social features of
our scllcalled postnmdem condition?
I have selected Elice Rogers'
"Living and Learning: Experiences
North and South," to stand at the
head of both the theoretical and
pedagogical discussions, because
t h u narrative--so compelling and
honest, expresses as nothing else
could, the e~lucationalstakes held in
the baiance o l our decisions and
practices. Rogers suspends a plumb
line from wluch to measure the distance of professional talk and action
from the unjust conditions that beg
foreducational attention. Germain's
related discussion of knowledge
communities identifies one of thr
most controversial choices antecedent to any long term policy change.
To assure diversity in community,
we must first cast off objectivism,
she argues; then we can reconstn~ct
how knowledge is delmecl ,and by
whom.
Should we be seeking commun i v a t all? If so, what exactly are we
looking fur? On this our authors do
not agree. Annis, for one, argues that
we must retain the framework of
comtitutional democracy as a critical framework by which to limit the
relativity in multiculturalist views;
othenvise, no sense of politi-
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c.al\rthical community wi1I be left.
He holds out for a limited concept of
objectivity in values education. h
contrast to Amis's trimming of "diversity," Weibl performs a parallel
logical paring of "romrnunity," arguing that it is often used as a comforting ideology for groups already
in power. O'Neill, tracing the unsolved quandaries of promh~ent
pluralist theorists during t h s century, concludes that these terms
may simply be exhausted of meaning, along with the liberal democratic tradition that still it-dorn
them. Not theorists, but ordinary
people, she suggests, may already
be hammering out the terms of a
new political language to fit new
times. Stanage and Morrison implicitly agree, giving phlosophical expression to h s quest by turrting our
attention to the shlfting nature of
educating relationships under postmodern conditions.
Forging new roles, responsibilities and relationships toward democratic conditions has always been a
necessary but arduous and sometimes pamful, educational task.
These authors ~lnbllnlungly confront the complexip of the issues to
be faced. They are braced by a faith
in educating relationships as themselves constitutive of community.
We must be as well as seek the way.

1

Living and Learning: Expeviences North and South
by Elice Rogers
Elice Rogers is a doctorul candidate in Aduif Continuing Educafwn,
Department of Leadership and Educational Policy Studies, Northern Illinois
University, where she teaches an undergraduate course in multicultural
educntion.

Introduction
s a fifth generation member of the Rogers family,
struggle has been my
most loyal companion.
My experiences, acquired w h n the
context of a particular family hstory, have shaped who I am and my
particular perspective on multicultural education and learning. It is
difficult to give voice to the impact
education has had upon my life
without fully acknowledpg my
"struggle" companion-this
constant fight against the scarcity of basic resources to meet daily needs or
to provide the basis for investment
in self and family. "Struggle" has
accompanied not only my academic
or educational pursuits: It has permeated my entire life experience.
How can I articulate this "struggle,"
e v m to myself, without honoring
the historical influences on m y family or without tracing the painful
relaiionslup of race, class, and gender to its fate?
In tfus narrative, herefore, my
purpows are:
(1)to trace my family history as
a means toward understanding how
it influenced the construction of my
"self" as an active agent in shaping
events (Zinn & Ei tzen, 7993);
(2) to demonstrate, using one
family history, the intergenerational
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effects of u n d e m ~ r a t i cclass, race
and gender relations;
(3) to articulate how my experiences as a learner withn this family
have shaped my beliefs as a mutticultural educator;
(4) to argue that different stories
fully shared in today's classrooms
can lead to mutual respect, the only
basis for an American cultural unity
worth having.'

"Shrrggle" has
accompnnied not
only my academic
or educational
pursuits.' I t has
permeated my
entire life
experience.

Through famity narrative, I investigate the cunstruction and reconstruction of family and family
structure against great odds across
five generations beginning with my
father's grandfather. f i s interpretation is based primarily upon the
stories told to me by both the living
and those now dead.
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The Rogers Family at
the Turn of the
Century
My father's grandfather, N i ~ n
Rogers (1890-14433, was a d e ~ e n dant of Josh Rogers who had been
born into slavery. Nim, said to be of
Creole descent, as a small child with
his mother, migrated from the Louisiana area to the state of Arkansas.
He later married Ann (1842-1968), a
woman whose f a i r appearance was
due to her N a t i v ~Americm blood.
To tl-us union were born tive children; R.C., Elton, Nettie, Mickey
(my grandfather), and Blanche. The
stable marriage of Nirn and Ann Kogers contradicts the popular stereotype of matriarchal dominance In
Black iami1ies whereby power is
delegated to the female because the
father is unavailable to assist in family matters (Zinn & Eitzen, 1993).
Survival demanded a highly organized family life.
Life for Nirn and Ann, as described by my grandpawnts and
greatiousin, was simple but often
dangerous. Part of this danger can
be attributed to Nirn Rogers himself.
Very dark in appearance, Nirn was
considered a ruthless personality
since he carried two guns on him at
all times. These guns stayed in his
possession even when he attended
church! He was never without them
when Laboring in the cotton fields.
He was deemed so ruthless that
2

both Blacks and WIutes respected
h m . Nirn became increasingly K centric until he rarely left home to
visit others. He trusted no one outside of h s family and began keeping
hsguns a n him even when he slept.
Yet, there was another side to him.
Nirn is remembered as conscious of
h s appearance. He was always a
well-groomed man with a definite
fondness for outstanding cluthng,
especially for his elaborate hats.

The great
nchievemenf of my
grandparents
during these years
was to provide for
their family under
the sharecropping
system zuitlzoir t
sac@icing their
children to lives
completely
monopolized by
work.
Ann's temper was a match for
her husband's. "Big Ma," as I called

her, was such a stem woman that
onc seldom dared to joke with her.
She possessed an aura which indicated that she meant business.
As was typical for their time,
neither Ann nor Nirn had access to
land or money. Their primary nccupation was shrecropping in a system of tenant farming where the
owner had no obligations at all to
those who worked his land. Sharecropping could be conductrd either
on the "half" or "quarter" system.
Nirn sharecropped "on the half,"
which simply meant that he had to
submit half the profits hc earned to
the landowner. If he and AM had
possessed their own equipment (a

team of horses and wagon) to conduct tenant farming activities, thev
would only have had to submit a
quarter of their earned profits. Under the half system, family roles
were primarily defined as labor
roles. Thc value of children as workers was essential. The more children
a family had, the more labor it could
do, and thus the greater its value to
the landowner. Nirn was a skilled
farmer: although not a property
owner, he transmitted to his sons
and daughters a love of the land and
the value of farm life.
Ann's work took place in the
fields as well as in the home. She
managqd the family budget, engaged in quilting activities, mended
and manufactured clothes by hand,
and cooked and prepared all the
meals. Her skill for budgeting was
learned quickly when, shortly after
her marriage, she discovered that
Nirn could not read. His gun-toting
ways were Iess dangerous to family
survival than his inability to read.
Although Ann managed the family
budget, she respectrd the custom
that males were privileged to frequent the general store and to do the
shopping for the family. The only
public activities considered appropriate for Ann Rogers were those
confined within the boundaries clf
the church. Even though only A i u ~
could read, she and Nirn negotiated
their public and private roles withm
these gender expectations. Ann had
acquired h s skht while worlung as
a domestic servant before her marriage. Without it, they would have
been easier targets for cheating and
intimidation.
Despite, or perhaps because of
the rigid demeanor of Ann and Nirn
Rogers, they were praised and respected by both adults and children
in their African-American community. The children, of:course, were
their hope, pride, and joy.The children sustained them in the face of
endless hardship and adversity. In'
their household, the children were
encouraged to stay withm the con-
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fines of the family until they were
married and on their own. They
shared the same philosophy on
child-rearing; kids were to be seen
and not heard. Chldren who e h b ited negative behavior or who violated family rules were severely
punished. Still, Nirn could also be
playful with his children and grandchildren even after an exhausting
day of wcwk in the fields.
Through well into the 1 9 2 0 ' ~it~
remained the norm for a young
woman to stay with her family until
she found a husband. I t W A S mmt
uncommon for never-married, single women to live alone. For one
thing, an unmarried woman who remained with her family wasan asset
as a laborer; in turn she received the
protcctjon ,and identity of the fam
ily . Nini's household included lus
children and grandchildren, along
with assorted fictive kin who would
temporarily join them.
All children attended church on
a regular basis with their parents.
One secured adult status in a good
Christian family when at the age 01
understanding (1 2-1 5) s\ hr publicly
acknowledged a firm belief in God.
My great-grandmother was a "visionary" who had auras which told
about people and events She possessed a powerful intuition and
could decipher unusual situations.
"Big Ma" would bften sit by the fire
on a chilly night and warn her children, grandchildren, and greatgrandchildren about the wrath of
God. She gave insights into the spirits, and taught them how to interpret "watchful eyes".
Strong community support was
characteristic of "Big Ma's" time. It
was not uncommon for her to assist
another family by sending potatoes
or other supplies to a needier family.
Her husband, along with other men
in the commututy, helped widows
by sometimes purclmsing goods for
them, all in the name of good Christian principles.
Unfortunately, Nirn lived a wry
short life, cut down at age fifty- three
August 6. November 1995

by typhoid fever. Though he had
labored hard his whole life, under
the sharecropping system it was irnpossible to accumulate a n w g
whch could amount to protection
for hs wife and chldren. Following
Nim's death in 1943, Ann packed
what little she had and moved in
with her son, Richard Mickey (my
grandfather). She remained with
Richard Mickey and hs wife Carrie
until her own death at age ninety in
1968.

The "Good Ole Days"
in Arkansas,
1930's-1960
Mickey Richard, born in 1915,
was the fourth child of Nim and Ann
Rogers. He married Carrie, a
woman of Creole descent, sometime
in the early 1930's. As a small chld,
Carrie (born in 1913), had moved to
Hughes, Arkansas, from the Louisiana area with her parents and a
brother. Carrie's parents later abandoned their family when she was
about twelve years old. Carrie was
forced then to assume adult responsibilities in caring for herself and her
brother. She and Mickey had three
children, my father, %chard (1939),
and twin boys, Edgar (1942-2990)
and Eddie (1942).
Mickey had learned a lot from
~ L Sparents about sharecropping.
Unlike them, he and Carrie managed to save enough money fu purchase a team of horses and a wagon
which allowed them to sharecrop on
the "quarter" system. This generation of Rogers, therefore, could earn
more money than Nim and Ann.
Nevertheless, life for the Rogers
family in Arkansas during the late
1920's and 1930's proved most difficult. My grandparents faced the Depression in 1929 as well as a flood
that inundated the lowlands of ArW a s . The Rogers' crops were t~
tally destroyed. Despite these setbacks, my grandparents kept hoping, praying, farming, and surviv-
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ing off the land.Bad conditions led
a number of other families to migrate from Arkansas to the North.
Mickey chose to keep his family in
the South because there he was
knowledgeable about the w o r h g s
of the White power structure. More
than that, he loved the land.
My grandfather is a very dark
and still handsome man who has a
calm demeanor. He seldom angers;
but, like lus own father, when provoked to rage, people steer clear of
him. It was always a sadness to him
that, because they had to attend to
farming in order to support themselves and their family, neither of
my grandparents went past the
fourth grade. They both strongly encouraged their children b get further education and to complete high
school (segregated).
Grandma's temperament is the
opposite of Grandfather's. She is
stronger, more forceful, and sometimes rigid. From the beginning, my
grandmother managed all activities
within her household although she
has always becn careful to consult
with my grandfather. Grandma is
an avid believer, so her entire family
attended church on a regular basis.
It was she who disciplined the children and then the grandchldren, always emphasizing the values of
hard work, prayer, strict obedience
ancl above all, cleanliness. In othur
words, Grandma expected pcrfection.
Roles within the family were
well defined and typical fat families
under the system of sharecroppers.
They changed little since the time of
Nim and Ann. All fanlily members
labored on the farm, including the
children who were now expected to
attend school and work. Even the
elderly contributed by watching the
little ones,coolung, or helping with
quilt-making activities. Women still
managed the children, cooked,
cleaned, and labored in the fields.
No allowances for gender were
made it1 the fields. Field labor for
both men and women included
ThreshoIds in Education

piclung and chopping cotton and
harvesting mostly okra, c o r n and
potatoes.
By the outbreak of World War
11, the Rogers familv was doing well
by their own stanljards. They were
''SUCC~SS~U~"
because they were
managing to care for themselves
and to save a little money. Family
members had work, school, and
Sunday clothes. The land provided
them with enough to eat. Mickey
m d Carrie not only tended crops,
but a I so managed many cows, hogs,
cluckens, and turkeys. My grandfather fished and hunted turtle, frog,
rabbit, duck, deer, and raccoon.
These foods were prepared by both
grandparents.
There were yearly celebrations.
Every Fall, all the branches of the
Rogers family and neighboring
families as well, would be invited to
participate in the grand "Preparation For Fall" event. This collaborative effort was both a festive occasion for family and friends and a
community effort to supply all with
enough food to get through the winter. My great-cousin Ann describes
her memory of the activities:
I considered the 40's and

early 50's the last of the
good ole days a s far as being able to live good on
the land. I rccall the preparation of food for Fall and
how eventful that was.
There was such a strong
senw of community, sharing, cooperation,
looking out for one mother, especially if one had a lot of
chldren. 1 can recall the
smell of the Sassafras
bushes and the spicy smell
the smoked leaves carried
off the meat which was
placed in a storage house
fc~llowingpreparation.
The term "smoke houses"
came from this. I also remember neighbors canning hundreds of fruit,

children preparing or
grinding sausage, and family members canning vegetables. You know those
were the "good ole' days."
That was successful living.
I miss those days, the
smell of food, good penple. . .

women were working outside the home and living
alone. Families began yurchasing more item such
as furniture, cars, and
clothes. Tlungs were
changing. Black families
also became more independent and competitive.
For some reason folks all
of a sudden just got
greedy.

mother found herself caring for the
home, a husband, and five children
w h l e also working two to three
part-time jobs. Our worsening e c e
nomic situation took a heavy toll on
our family. I very seldom saw my
parents; and when 1 did, one was
coming home while the other was
going to work. Tensions led to
chronic arguments which never
ended in any resolution.
My iather worked hard but he
also enjoyed life in Chcago. Following work, he seldom came right
home, but instead would hcwk up
with a couple of his buddies. I don't
recall him doing anything inside the
h o m ~ x c e p to
t eat, sleep, watch
television, or sometimes entertain
guests. l can't ever remember him
playing with us when wc were
small.
What I do remember is how
much my father looked forward to
the "Preparation For Fall" event
held down on the farm in Arkansas.
This tradition had become an important activity for family members
in the Midwest and for fithers who
had migrated from the South. The
"Prt3pamtion For Fall" symbolized
the legacy of the "Rogers" as a family, and perhaps it functioned also as
a measure of one's commitment to
family. The event attracted members from near and far away to reaffirm family ties and to exchange information about social and political
issues. Temporarily, it eased the
loneliness and frustration of trying
to survive the northern version of
poverty and racism.
Conditions deteriorated in Chicago, eroding tht. relaticlllshi~sin
my family. During one particularly
bad period, both my parents wvre
out of work. My father WOUIJ
be
absent for days at a time; when he
did return, so did the arguments. He
blamed my mother tor having so
many children. Under the stress, my
mother turned to alcohol. Mam's
drmking spells meant that I became
an a d u i a; age eight. Often alone, I
cared formyself and myfourbroth-
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Families would often s o cil~I'~ z e
togcthcr. Men liked to tneet and talk
at church or go on group, hunting
The great achievement of my
expeditions. Men continued assistgrandparents
during these years
ing those families in distress by prowas to provide for their family un\ iding them with game from these
der the sharecropping system withhunts. Women shared c l o t h g
out sacrificing their children to lives
which could no longer bc used in
completely monopvlized by work.
their own househoids. The commuTheir oldest son Richard is my
nity held a firm respect for family. If
father. He met mv mother, Ruby
a man cheated on his wife, for examPhillips (1939-19 9 0 , in elementary
ple, it was rarely discussed. Such
school. Before their wedding in
acts, even if generally known about,
1961, they already had three chlwere too threatening to permit open
dren; Carrie (1456), Roy (1957), and
gussip.
Ronnie (1959).In 1961, following my
The cconomic "boom" immedibirth, Mom, Dad, and t migrated to
ately aftcr World War TI, helped
Chicago. Eventually, my father's
Mickey and Carrie tu lil-e well and
twin brothers, Edgar (1942-1990)
they continued tcl save. They did
and Eddie (1942) joined us in Chihave one close call: Grandpa Mick
was drafted in 1942 but was quickly
cago. We were in search of new and
better economic opportunities.
dismissed from senice because of
kidney problems.
For all the good times, the war
The Chicago Years
also brought some disturbing
changes. More Ahctm-American
Life in Chicago was very djfferwomen were e~nployedoutside the
ent from that in rural Arkansas. We
home. My grandparents noticed
moved into a tl-urd-floor, three bedother changes. Fewer children
room apartment located on Chifarmed the land. Following high
cago's West Side. I had never seen so
school, the young men often chose
many stairs! I recall running up and
to join the military. African Ameridown all those stairs as I joyfully
can women removed thcir aprons
entered and exited t h s new home in
and elected to keep their jobs outrare, playful delight. But, for my
side the home. More women, too,
parents, Chicago was a bitter disapbccame heads of households bepointment.
cause their husbands were away a t
Dad was initially employed
war. My grandparents saw changes
with a consttuction company and as
in their own lives as well. They put
a janitor tor il local church. Dad
away their kerosene lamps forever
made just enough to care for his
with the welcome advent ofelectricEamily. Mom continued to care for
ity in 1 9 4 . Cousin Ann describes
the home and four additional chilthe impact h u m her perspective:
dren, Richard Jr. (19b3), Laveller
(1964), James (1965), and Elton
It seemed to me that fami(1966). At age twentyseven, my
lies changed a lot. More
5

ers and sisters. There were no more
mon~entsof "duldjsh play."
Although my parents were in
deep trouble, they struggled to save
their marriage. Once, Dad got a job
with a tool and die company and
Mom stopped drinking and found
new employment. Dad got the idea
that Clucago was not a good place
for the kids: He suggested to Mother
that we kids should join our three
brothers and sisters who were already with lus parents in Arkansas;
and when tlungs got better economically, we could all be together.

Learning as a Farm
Laborer, 1960-1970
My parents' arrival for the
"Preparation For Fall" event was
timely as far as school was concerned. There would be no problem
enrolling because my mother
brought all the required documents.
Before my parents departed for Chicago, I pleaded with Mother not to
leave me in Arkansas. She responded with a glassy-eyed promise that she and Dad would come
back for all of us, 'Someday.' As my
parents pulled off in their 1967
white and black Chevrolet, the tears
rolled down my face. I knew as I
watched the Chevy stir up dust and
fade quickIy down the old gravel
road that Mom and Dad would not

return for us.

InArkansas I attended the Mary
JacksonElementary School, an integrated school which happened to be
the same one Dad and my uncles
had attended in high school. The
portraits of high school graduating
classes included their smiling pictures. It was somehow comforting to
find them there lmking young and
happy.
Miss Jackson, my fourth grade
teacher, believed in using physical
punishment. I had never experienced such a thing in the Chicago
Fublic School System. For mis-spelling seven words on a spelling test, I
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received a wlupping-two licks per
word. Other students teased me because of my Midwestern accent and
for being a good student. In spite of
all this, I found comfort in school
and, for the first time, developed a
passion for learning.

My Grandpa Mick
would often tell me
that I was a bright
person because I
could rend and
write, and he snid
once, 'If1 could
read and write I
would stay in
school forever
doin' noth,' but
just reading."
Perhaps my romance with education began as an escape from laboring in the fields. Following
school, my brothers and sisters and
I worked on the farm. In the summer
months, we all were required to
work fulltime. I chopped cotton
from five o'clock in the morning until five or six o'clock at night. When,
for the first time I had to chop any&&(it was okra), the white landowner gave me five dollars and a pat
on the back. The rows would sometimes be five or six miles long. There
were moments when I came close to
fainting from exhaustion under the
summer sun. I didn't dare give in to
hunger or thirst. There were no
breaks, and I would have to wait
with my brothers and sisters for the
half-hour lunch break.
By age twelve, I had learned to
be numb to the fields. I saved my
creative energies for school, Here
was an arena where I quickly forgot
about my strict grandmother, the
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three brothers and sisters I did not
really know, the cotton fields, and
the image of that black and w h t e
Chevrolet departing around the
b a d , heading back toward Chcago
without me.
One day, my grandmother announced that 1had reached the "age
of recognjtjon" and that it was time
for me to think about my life, heaven
and hell, and God. I t was revival
time! 1 was to be "saved" in the haditiondl way by being baptized in
the Mississippi River. How festive
tlus occasion was for my grandparents and for the whole community!
My grandmother worked diligently
in preparing my w h t e baptismal
gown for when 1 "waded in the
water."Twelve of us were dipped in
the river. I was held up on each side
(due to my small size and the
water's depth) and passed along by
six deacons who handed me over to
be dipped by the pastor, Reverend
Ivory. There was singing as I had
never heard it before. Screams ofjoy
and laughter filled the air. Afterwards, we had a huge church picnic
which included massive amounts of
food: barbecue ribs, banana pudding, sweet potato pie, turkey and
dressing, collard greem, and cornbread. The talking, idle lauglung,
and the singing went 011 and on. I
felt important and special. I had
such a good time that 1 asked my
grandmother, "Can I get baptized
again?" Shc merely gazed at me in
disbelief.
Grandpa Mick sometimes took
me fishing and hunting with him
and we had talks. He passed on to
me, my sisters, and brothers, the
family tradition of valuing nature,
land, and work. My Grandpa Mick
would often tell me thnt I was a
bright person because I could read
and write; and he said once, "If I
could read and write I would stay in
school forever doin' noth' but just
reading. "
Economically, we were barely
managing to stay afloat: There was
no ruclrn for luxury items, and there

were Christmases when we had no
gifts. But we had what mattered
most-food and clothes.
Miss Ruby and Richard visited
only once during all the five years I
was in Arkansas. Upon their return
visit, 1 discovered that Miss Ruby
had hwo more children, Sharlene
(1970) and Elaine (1971). Miss Ruby
and Richard seemed different and
distant ta me. They said nothing
about taking us back with them, and
sadly, we dared not ask to go. My
parent's marital problems had escalated and by 1972, they had scparated. Richard moved from Chicago
to Maywood, Illinois, while Miss
Ruby and her youngest children
went to join her family in ICacine,
Wisconsin.

Richard and Ruby
cou Id not survive
their migration t o
Chicago. They were
isolatedfrons the
Rogers 'family
stprschrre. All they
could do with few
protections in the
job market, was to

send their children
back to Arkansas,
My Arkansas sistcrs and brothers became quite fond of farm life;
we all managed to treasure our rare
moments of fun. My grandparcnts
had provided us with the security of
a stable home. My two oldest brothers became master builders who
could take remnants of old toys and
repair them. My second oldest
brother, Ron, got me my first bicycle
by repairing an old rim, painting it,
and adding tires. Roy, my oldest
brother, built us a basketball court in

a dirt lot behind our grandmother's
house.
Life, as we knew it, was about to
change. In the late sixties, Grandpa
discovered that the landowner had
installed bathrooms in the homes of
all the tenants nn his land except
ours. Infuriated, my grandfather demanded to know why. Mr. Russell
replied that my grandfather's illness
kept lum from working the land the
way he should and therefore he
must take his family and leave the
property. Grandpa Mick was tormented and torn. He had lived on
the Russell Place for twenty-three
years. He had raised his family
there. His parents had lived there,
and so much of hmself was tied to
the land. He had no choice but to
move his family into the neighboring town of Hughes. Although
Grandma Carrie was indignant, she
was also triumphant because in her
old age she realized a lifelong
dream. They had finally saved
enough money to buy their own
home.

Another Movement
North
Carrie and Roy were the first of
my brothers and sisters to leave Arkansas. Roy moved to Racine, Wisconsin, to live with my mother and
our youngest sisters. During one of
his return visits, I took the opportunity to ask Grandmother if I could
go with my brother to stay with my
mother for the summer. My grandmother agreed. As the Greyhound
bus pulled off, I promised myself
that I would never go back to Arkansas.
I found that, though my parents
had separated, they were still close.
Richard had his own apartment in
Maywood, Illinois, while Miss Ruby
had hers in Racine, Wisconsin. I later
learned that they had hoped to be
back together; but because she received more money and overall support on welfare than with even both
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parents working, they felt they
could not. Miss Ruby welcomed my
visit and encouraged me to live with
her. She was on AFDC (Aid To
Families With Dependent Chldren)
receiving money for each child in
her home.
Life in Racine was a lot like life
in Chicago. As Miss Ruby began to
drink more and more, I retreated
into my schoolwork. Richard
stopped visiting. Finally, when Miss
Ruby was hospitalized, I moved in
with my aunt and uncle until my
high school graduation in 1979. I
was going to college! I felt that 1had
arrived. As I departed for the University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse, I
failed to anticipate t h t "struggle"
would venture thcrc with me.

Interpreting Family
History as Shared
Struggle
The Rogers' family history is not
unique among African-American
families in the United States. Historically, family structure has b e ~ n
battered by unjust racc, class, and
gender relations within the context
of a class-divided, capitalist economy. Like others, the Rogers' progress has been affected by limited
access to educational opportunities
and tangible economic participation.
Nim and Ann Rogers were limited by post-emancipation forces
which included Nim's inability to
read and their general lack of resources. They survived, but they
could not pass on the power to elevate their children's status. Mickey
and Carrie, who were born prior to
Warld War I, were able at least to
attend primary schnoi, although
they dcsperateiy wished to go on
further. Because of the post-Wodd
War I1 economy, my grandparents
managed gradually to earn a fragile
independence. Richard and Ruby
could not survive their migration to
Chicago. They were isolated from
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the Rogers' family structure. All
they could do with few protections
in the job market, was to send their
children back to Arkansas.Lack of
dependable employment opportunity, disappointment in the socalled "good-life" of the North, and
decreasing ties with family, threatened to break them. Ultimately, my
mother gave up.
Even my parent's generation
however, sought protection, comfort,strength and sharing of common experiences within the context
of family. As before, cluldren were a
source of hope-hope for a success
which many Rogers longed for but
did not openly discuss. In the old
days, discipline and education were
thought to be enough to "prepare
them to take on not only the appropriate age and sex role, but a racial
role as well" {Staples, 1976). By the
time of my parents' generation, chldren could not bring their own economic contributions.
My parents also lost the
strength, comfort, protection, and
understanding found through religion. "Blacks have been adept at using religion as a mechanism for survival and advancement throughout
their history in America" (Hi 11,
1972). The gathering of families at
the "Preparation For FaIl" event also
served as a support mechartism. It
bridged the gap behveen thc old and
the young, and betwwn those who
wrre far away and those who stayed
home. One was expected to attend.
This custom of visitation and festivity was typical "amongBlacks, especially in Southern and rural areas"
(Staples, 1976). No such urban rituals functioned to increase family cohesiveness or to provide economic
support. Chicago and Racine could
not provide first generation migrants from the South with viable
means to transmit family continuity
to the children.
What can all this mean when
one takes the stance of an Adult
Educator a s welt as that of an adult
learner? For one h n g , American
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stories like mine must be read not
only to mode1 achievement, but to
recognize and mourn loss.
Three critical experiences have
shaped my understanding; of myself
as teacher ,and learner.

I t was only a t
schoal that I
discovered voices
similar t o my own
and 1 slowly began
to interact with
and "touch" others
in ways that
laboritzg in the
fields and my home
environment could
not permit.
First, my forced move to the
South represented a breach in the
mother/ daughter relationship, but
it also was the b e p i n g of a new
independence. Although at first I
was devastated, the separation
came to symbolize for me all the
unfair demands that my particular
"slot" as an African-American female ciuld imposed on me.
My childhood years in Arkansas gave me something else-the
role of a farm laborer under the system of race relations jn the South. It
validated my personal struggle
withn the larger context of my family's situation, and ultimately with
the plight of Ahcan-Americans
throughout American lustory. This
laboring role I experienced as a brutal rupture with my life as it had
been in Chcago. Somehow I was
forced to make sense of it all, and the
search for meaning gave me tools
for coping with life (Merriam & Cafferella, 1991). Field labor faced me
with my own oppression. This ele-
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vated but painful consciousness
proved instrumental to my eventual
personal transformation (Freire,
1970).
What I learned was that we
were all in a box of sorts; and if I
remained in tlus box, I would not
remain a sane, functional being. So,
I decided to break out of this box
(even if I had to do it alone) in search
of what life would be for me. My
Grandparents' courage provided an
example of what it would take. To
protect my dreams, I exercised strict
silence about them at home, with
my friends, and in the fields.
Through this silence I came to understand the nature of my condition
and became acquainted with my
own true voice. Slowly, 1 began to
see myself out of thc box imposed on
me by outside and inhuman conditions. I became for myself my own
"empowered being."
To do any of this required a passion for education whch brings me
to my third critical event. Education
became an avenue of escape from
both the fields and the family.
School was a legitimate platform
but it was also a battleground whcre
I was actually encouraged to challenge thc dimension$ of my box. it
was only at school that I discovered
voices similar to my own, and I
slowly began to interact with and
"touch" others in ways that laboring
in the fields and my home environment could not permit. I learned to
become very self-directed and to see
learning as a lifesaving and a lifeIc>~lg
responsibility. Only later did [
find these characteristics described
in the Adult Education Iiterature
(Cross, 1981;Tough (1971).
As an Adult Educator and a
teacher of multiculturalism, I must
be a change agent. I am receptive to
all students. For those on the margins, l encourage the strength to find
and use their own vaices-not only
as a way to elevate their economic
status, but also as a way to understand their relation to smial conditions. This is the way change can

happen. Ichallenge students to critically retlect upon their life cxperiences as a way to validate themselves as contributors to and as
agents in their Iistory as Americans.
Finally, to promote unity based
on truth, we must share with others
nur individual snapshots of who we

are and how we have come to be our
unique selves. As an educator, I
must work to assure that the unities
among people are chosen, and that
they occur in relations that are not
exploitive. In a democratic society,
the diversity we seek must not be a
coercive diversity in access to com-

1. The author wishes to tkdnk her
professor Kay Forrest, Department of Sociology, for her en-

couragement in the development of this investigation.

munity and resources. Rather, a
democratically diverse unity is a
community of equals knowing and
respecting the struggles and contributions of a l l toward a nmre just
society.

2. An earlier version of t h s article
appears in Chn~eEducatiun.
2nd ed. DeKalb, IL: LEPS Press,
1995.
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hat is meant by the
claim that there are
different legitimate
ways of knowing?
How do these "ways" relate to one
another? What bearing does this
claim have on the struggle to sustain
community while honoring difference? To answer these questions, I
want to introduce the guiding assumption that led me to take these
questions seriously. I assume that
community necessarily refers to a
group of people who, as they relate
to one another as recognized members of a group, are also free to bring
into play the distinctive pasts and
hoped-for futures they share with
other indviduals and groups. As
Palmer (1 987) asserts, community is
"a capacity for relatedness within
individuals-relatedness not only
to people but to events in history, to
nature, to the world of ideas, and,
yes, to ttungs of the spirit" (p. 23).
This, horuever, is still abstract. 1
further define community by embedding it within a worldwide system of institutions and activities. Institutions, which are agreed upon
systems of rules and roles, bind individuals together bv the cement of
shared interests. ~ b r n r n o nexamples are to raise a cluld, establish
curriculum policy, or make a profit.
Communities of interest or of cultural values and belief systems can
arise within institutions, or they
may emerge spontaneously outside
Aumst b November 1995

them. Even w i t k n formal institutions like the university, for example, communities of interest are always arising and declining, impacting the institution and giving it its
structure and form. The history of
an institution can be traced by
studying the communities of interest whch have engaged its participants. Any particular agent, therefore, may be a member of and hold
designated roles in a variety of
groups. Depending on the context,
the agents of any community have
variously assigned descriptors and

roles.
I argue here for a broad concept
of cummunify, one that encompasses human beings bound together, whether loosely or tightly,
by a common thread. It could be
shared learning, e h c i t y , a cornmtln national history, professional
identity, or social/poli tical agenda.
The problem is that specific
c~mmunities of interest seldom
bring to light the prospective dimensions of their members. Important sentiments, motives, bases for
judging good and evil, beliefs that
shape expectations, and, of course,
hopes and desires can be largely excluded. I will argue that in order for
a comn~unityto maintain its equilibrium, much more is needed chan
psychological theories, group d y namics, or simplistic cultural descriptors.What is needed most is the
recogrution that all persons come to
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"know" through community interactions. Since we are all the products
of multiple communities, we nll
know differently and test our
knowledge differently. Human cultures clearly exhibit different and
successful ways of knowing.

What is needed
most i s tht.
recognition that a11
persons come t o
"know" through
community
interactions. Since
we nre all the
products of
multiple
communities, we
a11 know
differently and test
our knowledge
differently.

There is no need to fear chaos or
superstition with the loss of one
model for knowledge. In fact, it is
through validating various proc10

esses of: reasoning that we can find
the potential for unity. It becomes
attainable when each member understands what and how others
thmk. I am not arguing that all systems of knowledge are reducible to
one another or that knowledge is
just any claim one happens to feel
like asserting. Rather, I suggest that,
as each member respects patterns of
cultural thought, m c m k r s validate
one another even when they don't
agree and that all members rnust be
open to the knowings ool the other;
through multiple critical perspectives a common knowing may grow.
The universal bond grows from
the commitment to knowledge production, distribution, and utilization. This is not a new idea, but it is
seldom carefully examined in the
ideological clashes over multiculturalism in American schools. In their
book, The Social Construction ofReality, Berger and Luckmann (1966) introduced almost 20 years ago the
concept of multiple realities which
correspond to diifrrent and eyuivalent ways of knowing.
This then brings us to the next
question: What counts a s knowing?
In Feminist Knowleddye: Critique and
Construct, Gunew (1990, p. 14) defines it a s "any kind of meaning production, as the way we make sense
of the world by learning various sets
of conventions." I join Gunew by
raising my own voice and sharing
with you my understanding of
knowing. Firmly embedded in my
experiences and grounded in my
subjectivity as a woman living at the
intersection of many communities, 1
know myself to be tightly connected
to institutional systems by race,
class, nationality, and gender. I am
quite familiar with the forces of oppression, the struggle for family survival, and he workof political activism. From these life experiences, I
have learned that there cannot be
just one way of knowing unless the
knowledge and !therefore] the lives
of some persons are suppressed. To
me, knowing is the perspective from

w h c h diverse persons draw conclusions from their reality. For me, a
democratic concept oC knowing
must be multi-thenlatic, plurifacte
rial, and multi-dimensional. And,
yes, universal! Above all, universal.
The universal is the humanly shared
drive to better understand ourselves
in the world.
To take this position as educators is to open ourselves to severe
criticism. We recognize that up to
very recently, our minds have been
trimmed to fit the dominant view
that the only road to knowledge is
thmugh the Western scientific
method. Since DesCartes, an orthodox objectivism which excluded the
subjective and the particular, has
dominated our ideas of inquiry. The
reasons are not always as clear as
sometimes assumed. In Ius article,
"Community, Conflict, and Ways of
Knowing," Palnwr (1987, p. 22) concludes that objectivism was the
means "to isolate the knower from
the world for a very specific purpose; that is, to keep its knowledge
from contamination by subjective
prejudice and bias." Philip Phenix,
in his text, Philosophy of Edr~catiori,
(1958, p. 319) put it this way:
Those who affirm the essential unity of knowledge
usually do so by one or
both of two means. First,
they may deny the validity of certain alleged kinds
or sources of knuwledge. . . . The second
means of unification is to
show that apparently different kinds of knowledge
ace not really independent
but are merely special
forms of one single type.

These justifications no longer
work in today's reality. The fabric of
our world is a complex and interwoven network of intersecting discourses, exchanges, elaborations,
and actions. The daily practice of
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our lives propels us within a sphere
of action where we meet, collide,
converge, diverge, and contest the
meaning of our existence.
In the past ten years, we have
been witness to a startling explosion
of candidates for the status af
"knowledgesystem." Some of them
were strictly excluded by the norms
of scientific rationality. Mew labels
include indigenous knowledge,
feminist knowledge, technological
know ledge, practical knowledge,
and personal knowledge generated
horn significant life experiences. For
the purpose of ttus paper, I select
three to examule in more detail: indigenous, feminist, and subjective
life experiences. I will finally discuss
new roles, new relationships, and
new responsibilities, concluding
with my own view on the implications for constructing a diverse community of teaching /learning.

Indigenous
Knowledge
As stated above, I assert that a
communiv is comprised of human
beings bound together, whether
loosely or tightly, by a common
thread. I acknowledge that communal life is never without its problems. They arise de facto from the
diversity of the community. NO
c o r n u n i t y can escape the inevitability of conflict. If we assume that
social reality is constructed, we can
then understand the importance
that dialogue could play in constructing a more upen conununity.
The deepest polarizations whrh
prevent dialogue center on three
main types of group id~ntdication:
race, class, and gender. Only a dialectic of knowing can permit us to
understand and relate across these
divisions and to identity the bases of
conflict.
Par1lo Freire's Pedagogy o j the
Oppressed (1978), is still our best
source on how to bridge different
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forms of knowing. He offers teachers what he calls the dialogic
method. He reminds us that a diverse community is simply a crosssection of the world. The search for
any unity w i t h that diversity
obliges us to take a fresh look at the
world from perhaps many different
perspectives. Freire establishes dialogue as a human phenomenon
from which the dichotomies of the
world could be solved. Dialogue allows us to relinquish our position as
duminator or subordinated. These
positions destroy our subjectivity,
and &aMe our capacity to treat others as equals. In dialogue we can
counter the distorted equations of
the world. Freire reasons that dialogue creates humility because it
permits us to recognize our own ignorance instead of projecting it onto
others. Freire states:

How can I dialogue if I
consider myself a member
of the in-group of "pure"
men [and women], the
owners of truth and
knowledge, for whom all
non-members are "these
people" or "the great unwashed"? How can I dialogue if I start from the
premise that naming the
world is the task of an
elite and that the preserlce
of the people in historl,. is
a sign of deterioration,
thus to be avoided? People who lack humility (or
have lost it) cannot come
to the people, cannot be
their partners in naming
the world (p. 78-79).

Such dialogue, Freire claims, requires an intense faith in humans.
The "dialogic person"doesn't establish a prior test for the acceptability
of others, a s many teachers do for
students, before meeting them face
to face. Without this faith, the invitation to dialogue degeneratfs
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quickly into paternalistic manipulation--especially in classrooms.

Feminist Ways of
Knowing
Even some who accept Fnerian
views, still raise t h ~question, "Is
there a distinctly feminist way of
knowing?" One hears all the time
about feminist ways of knowing.
Despite the hig clamor over the
pending disintegration and stalled
struggle of feminism, it remains
alive and well. The foremost feminist scientist to challenge the premises of scientism is Nancy Harding.
She has synthesized feminist critiques in Whose Science, Whose
Knowledgr? (1992?, by opposing
feminist knowledge to scientific
knowledge. She appropriates some
of the key arguments against Eurocentrism made by African and Third
World writers.
Harding locates her analysis
squarely in the perspective of
women's lives. She shows how "science" has located women on the
margins of the world and how it has
portrayed women horn an androcentric bias leading to pseudoscientific conclusions, especially in social
science and biological research.
Thus, conventiona1 science is not
even scientific on its own terms.
Harding points to the liberatory influence of feminist challenges. They
have led to a redefjniticlr~of knowledge itself allowing the knowing
generated from women's lives to be
legitimated.

Knowing From
Significant Life
Experiences
Another fresh angle on knowing is that it stems from dgmficant
li fe experiences. Heikkineen (1994,
p.116) defines significant life experiences as "any learning experience
that clearly organizes an individual
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life course and becomes significant
for his/her identity by changng or
strengthening it". Five Finnish researchers, Antikainen, Houtsonen,
Huotelen, Kauppila, and Turumen
(19931, investigated the sa-ial and
cul turd meaning of education in the
lives of Finns.In their research, they
reconstructed life histories of participants representing four generations from various social and ethnic
backgrounds. They found that significant domaim of knowledge and
skills were related to hobbies and
communicative competenciemspecially in second languages. Peoplc of djversc backgrounds in a
community developed new skills in
meaning construction.
This shows how much people
learn from uninstitutionalized ways
of knowing. Through interacting,
they experience new events in their
lives from living with other people.
Through cornmimicative cornpptence, members ut a community can
achieve understanding and promote unity.

New Responsibilities,
New Roles
If we accept the new definitions
of knowing, what responsibilities
are implied for educators of diverse
educational constituencies? What
lund of educational leadprshp is
needed to connect us as d~mocratic
cit ize~ls?
First, educators must be willing
to engage seriously in conversations
about the meaning of community. A
deeper understanding of previously
discarded knowledge systems is
also required. By this I mean that it
is an important educational resyrlnsibility to understand the nature,
significance, meaning, and explanation of reality from many perspectives. By 'understanding' I mean realizing that truth is relative not absolute; that truth arises from the
many perspectives that diverse ptople have in a community. Truth

arises from starting, developing,
and keeping open a discourse between the members of the community.

Understanding a community of
dismurse necessarily involves interpreting new perspectives and reinterpreting one's own. By interprcting, I mean rethinking our ow11way
of knowing-what for teachers may
seem the traditional way-by idontifying how these different ways of
knowing impact the learning cummunity. Only in this fashion can we
balance social relations and promote discourse between polarized
members. The educator promotes a
democratic milieu where each may
discover what someone else knows
and may, therefore, construct a
richer knowledge base. Such communication is at least a two-way,
sometimes a three- or four-way

street.
Very helpful in helping teachers
understand new responsibilities
and new roles a s a teaching/learning community, is Arnitai Etzioni's
recently published book, The Spirit
r?f Commlr~rrty(1993). Etzioni proposes what he calls "a cornmunitarian perspective". The comrnunitariLmperspective "recognizes but h
individual human dignity and the
social dimension of human existence" (p.254). He advocates a community of shared values with a centrally agreed-upon body of knowledge. T h s kind of community
would enrich culture and increase
cultural sensitivity. Tlus approach
would not balkanize knowing, nor
would i t melt away diverse and indigenous ways of knowing. Rather,
it would promote the interpretation
and integration oi ditferent views
for the common good.
1 think that the teachingllearning community needs such a p h losophy ofpIuralism, one that d w s
not abandon community. In his
book, Building Community, JohnW.
Gardner (as cited in Etzioni, 1993, p.
122) states:
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To prevent the wholeness
from smothering diversity, there must be a philosophy of pluralism, an
open climate for dissent,
and an opportunity for
subcommunities to retain
their idrntity and share in
the setting of larger
groups goals.
We need to understand that a
coinmunity can encourage an epistemological diversity whereby
members cooperatively construct,
test and revise truth claims. Truths
are always partial and relative to
cultural and personal experience;
but from the perspective ot a communi ty, fhev are relational and can
be mutually invigorating.
Since teac hing/learning communities are themselves diverse
communities, the paradigm shift
away from one official method must
be led by teachers and parents. Only
through such a shift will we be able
to sustain a certain equilibrium in
the complex and dften contested relationships among and between
ever-changing communities. The diversities we identify today may be
replaced tomorrow because of conditions we cannot even imagine.
In rethnking and integrating
the way of pronrulgating truths,
teachg/learning communities can
design and tailor curricula that reflect the many ways of knowing
which would lead to ever new discoveries. Research projects that involve people from divel-se backgrounds can be designed sa that culturally different inquirers can contribute. To
that "scientific inquiry" reveals preexisting truth unavoidably silences divergent forms
of inquiry based on quite different
understandings of knowledge.
Teachinglleaming
communities
can provide leadership, helping to
unite the members uf the broadest
community of interest there is, the
citizens of the United States. Their
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interest is in democratic swial conditions.
AS we move into the twentyfirst century, the people of the world
find themselves tightly l~nkedby
technology and markets. What will
be the role of teachers in promoting
unity in a diverse community? The
construction of an information superhighway is becoming a venue for
disseminating knowledge. The danger lies in that those who claim to
hold truth as being certain, deterministic, quantifiable, and impersonal-the mechanistic view of the
world asserted by Ware (1466)will use this vmue to promote the
status quo and neglect to give voice
to the many members of the community. These members could contribute to expanding the world of
knowledge through either their indigenous, feminist, or significant
leaming experience perspectives. In
order to prevent the superhghway
information line from becoming
hegemolur, the teaching/leaming
community, and 1 might also add
Corporate America, needs to encourage all views from their communities of interest.
This paper has focussed on the
challenge of maintaining unity
within a diverse community
through understanding and interpreting different ways of knowing.
We face a society in which the life
scripts associated with collective
identities have too often been negatively portrayed. The politics of
knowing can be redemptive since it
offers an opportunity for living together in a srx-jally dignitied way
with all the members of our society.
The politics of knowing is one effort
at demarginalizing and harmonizing a broad range of cultural identities guaranteeing the survival ot
everyone.
Can w e then formulate a politics
of knowing whch will acknowledge and respect a spectrum of collective identities? Discussing issues
such as constitutional democracy
and diversity, Habermas (7994) aiAugust & November 1995

ludes to this possibility. I do believe
in a politics of knowing that embraces class, race, ethnicity, gender
diversity.

The ethical issues of our tunes
pose a challenge to any society cornmitted to a mission that encornpasses more than the development

of t e c h c a l skills or empirical
knowledge. The search for altematives must lead us to formulate a
politics of knowing.
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The Relativity of Values and the Implications for
MulticulhsvaZ and Values Education
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and etlrics.
he relativity of values has
been thought to support
the aims of multicultural
education, while at the
same time making i t more difficult
to justify values education in the
public schools. But in what sense are
values relative, and what specifically does this relativity imply about
central themes in multicultural and
values education?
Issues of multiculturalism are
presently some of the most discussed and contested topics in the
professional education literature, as
well as in the more popular press.
But the relativity of values is taken
as gospel without critical evaluation
(Gollnick & Chinn, 1986). Since the
relativity claim has implications for
multiculturalism, it is important to
critically evaluate the relativist's position. This is the central focus of this
article.
To make the topic more manageable, the paper will be restricted
to ethical or moral values. In part,
some of the main arguments for the
relativity of ethical values are critically evaluated. Anthropological
evidence indicates a dear sense in
which values are relative to one's
culture. But, surprisingly, this sense
of relativity is compatible with universal moral or etlucal values. Arguments for a stronger relativism
which is not compatible with universalism are examined and shown
to be defective. In the last section of

T
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part one, various arguments are presented to support a limited form of
universalism, that is a core set of
common moral values, although
thtrc is variation beyond the core.
In part two, the implications of
a limited universalism for multicultural themes and values education
are explored. The framework for
this analysis is limited universalism
in the context of a constitutional democracy such as ours. The basic argument presented is that this framework provides an overall structure
for political and social unity while
supporting some diversity claims.
Many of the goals of multicultural
education are thus shown to be supported. However, some of the more
controversial claims associated with
multiculturalism are showp to be
problematic within tlus framework.

I. Ethical Relativity
vs. Universalism
Universalism, as applied to
etlucal values, is the thesis that there
is only one correct moral standard
for all groups of people. Ethical relativism, on the other hand, is the doctrine that (a) different groups of people have different moral standards,
and (bl these standards are valid or
correct relative to the groups who
accept them.
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One of the main arguments offered for ethical relativism is the Diversity ~ r ~ u r n e n tIt. states:
'

(il TIIEcthicnl practices of d i f ~ r ent groups vary (e.g., some

cultw res accept polygamy
ond others don't).
(ii) If the practices vary, then
the groups must have different etlucal standards.
Thus
(iii) Etlucal relativity is true.
Is this an adequate argument?
Cultural anthropology books are
filled with examples showing that
premise (i) is true (Evans-Pritchard,
1940; Freuchen, 1961; Mead, 1963;
Westermarck, 1960).The Nuer of the
Sudan threw their deformed children into rivers to die. Eskimos allowed their elderly to die by starvation. Ln one South Pacific island culture, the children killed their parents when they began to grow old.
We reject all these practices, so
premise (i) is clearly true.
But a closer examination of the
examples offered to support prernise (i) indicates why premise (ii) is
false. The South Pacific island culture which practiced pamcide believed that there is an eternal afterlife, and that your physical condition at death determined the quality
of your afterlife. If you died when
you were old and sick, that resulted
in an eternity of misery. To let their
15

parents grow old and become disabled thus would not be to show
concern for them. Their ethcai
standard might be the same as ours,
that is,-to honor thy patents. What
explains their different practice is
the beliefs they had about the afterlife.
Anthropologists stress that the
"social meaning" of conduct must
be considered in order to understand its full significance (Silberbauer, 1991).In one culture, removing one's hat in a situation may he a
sign of respect while in another culture, keeping one's hat on may be
the way respect is shown.Behavior
and rules need to be examined
against the larger social context.
While some anthropologists infer
that this contextuality of significance supports ethical relativity, it
in fact explains why premise (ii) is
false.
Whle the observed conduct,
,
the practice, may vary across cultures, when we consider various aspects of their social living, the same
moral value may be involved, as in
the respect example.
In short, we can't infer simply
from different practices that the
groups have different etlucal standards. The same moral value may
map onto diffrrent practices, p e n
different factual beliefs and environments. What the ethcal relativist
must show is that, when we control
for differences in factual beliefs and
environments, the most reasonable
explanation of different practices
between cultures is that they must
have different etlucal standards.
There isn't a reasonable way to map
the same moral values onto the different practices. Thus far such evidence hasn't been produced. f i s
isn't to say it can't b~ done; just that
it hasn't been done yet.
Another problem with the Diversity Argument is that even if a
revised version of premise (ii) (with
the control factor) were supported,
the argument wouldn't show the @)
component of ethical relativity. We
would still need an argument to

show that thv different ethical
standards were valid or correct relative to the groups which incurpr~
rated them. The most plausible argument which has been offered to
show this ends up supporting a version of universalism!

The framework for
this analysis is
limited
universalism in the
context of a
constitutional
democracy such as
ours. The basic
~ r g u m e nprese~zted
t
is that this
framework
provides an overall
structure for
political and social
unity while
supporting some
diversity claims.
David Wong offersthe Function
Argument to show the (b) part of
ethlcal relativism (\Yung,1491). He
argues that the function of morality
is to regulate conflicts of interest between people. Whether or not a
moral standard IS correct or valid for
a group depends an how effcctively
it regulates such conflicts. Wong
claims that the Function Argument
thus accounts for the correctness of
a moral standard but allows ior diversity, too.
The problem with Wong's argument is that the function of morality
is not just to regulate conflicts of
interest. %s is consistent with having rules whch are aimed at increasing such conflict! The function of
morality includes establishing and
Thresholds in Education

maintaining social cooperation, reducing human suffering promoting
human welfare, and resolving conflicts of interest in just ways. These
deep moral values seem to be the
structuring values which determine
the correctness of particular moral
standards. But then a version of universalism seems true. The structuring valntis must be at the core of a
society's morality.
While anthropolo~~stshave
tended to point to difference beween cultures, we shouldn't overlook the many common moral values. Ekamine the "wisdom literature" of the world and world scriptural writings on murcler, theft, deceit, hypocrisy, pridc, envy, hate,
self-contml, friendship, and many
more moral values. You will find
great overlap in the stories told.
Aesop's fables have become J treasure of Western civilization, but sjmilar strjrirs are a part of the w ~ s d o m
literature to be found across the
globe. Here are some brief passages
from various scriptural writings on
pride.2

Pride goes b ~ f u r eI ~ F rucf
S ~ ion, ond a
hauglzty spirit bc/l)rc a fall. Judaism and Christianity. I'rovcrbs
16:18.
The rnjghtii!, proud ultimatcrly rot in
their own arrogance. Sikhism.
Adi Granth, Gauri Sukhmani,
M.5, p. 278.

If you desire to obtain help, put
away pride. Sluntn. C>racle of
Kasuga.
pride and jcalol~sy.Hinduism. Srimad Bhagavatam 11.4.

S l r ~ r l l all

The fool who thirds he is wise is
called a fool indccd. Buddhism,
Dhammapada 63.
He who brags will have no merit; he
who boasts will not mdurc.
Taoistn. Tat) Te Ching 24.

Confucius said, A fauliIess man 1
cannot hope ever to meet; the
most 1can hope for is to meet a
man of fixed principtes. Yet all
August t i November 1995

around I see Nothing pretending to be Something, Emptiness
pretending to be Fullness . . . .
Confucianism, Analects 7.25.
Turn not your cheek in scorn toward
folk, nor walk with pertness in
the land. Zo! God lovrs not a
braggart. Islam. Qur'an 31.la.

...we can't infer
simply from
different practices
that the grolrps
have dinerent
ethical stnndrzrds.
it is clear from these scriptural
writings, which represent cultures
with populations of over 3.5 billion
people, that our human experience
with braggarts, boasters, the vain
and concei tcd has resulted in a rcjection of the vicc of excessive pride.
Compare the tollclru ing advice from
African
wisdom
literature
(Boneuac, 1992).

Diln't be proud ofyourhruwle~ige.Consrdt the ignornrzt n ~ td h ulise.
~
. ..
Ancient Egyptian, The Instruction of Ptahhotep.
The antelnpe does not wear the
shoes c ~ an
l elephant.
Thesdlt dot.:: ttdlpraise itself. East Central African, Ewe Proverbs.

Stretch your legs acct~rilingto your
bed. West Central African, Swahili Proverb.

There is reason why we should
expwt many common moral values
across societies. A moral code is at
the l~eartof a society's organiz a t'ion.
But certain values are necessary- for
a well functioning social order.
There has to try some degree ot carc
for the young. There has to be some
degree of protwtion of life. There
has to be some degree of protection
-

of property. There have to be rules
promoting socicll cooperation and,
thus, nlles supporti~lgpromising,
reciprocity, truth-telling, and hone s t ~ Socictics
.
may develop different practices for protecting thme
values, but thcse core values will
still underlie many of the practices.
While human nature is plastic to
a degree, that is, the way we experience the world may change over
time, the w~sdomliterature of the
world indicates that humans frequently experience and respond t ~ )
conduct and traits in essmtially the
same way. This helps tocxplain why
there are so many common moral
values across societies. Ocic needs
and interests dre very similar.
A critical examination of ethical
relativity thus supports limited miversaIism.'l+hertlappears tobe a core
set of basic moral values essential to
social existence. The practices n society institutes tu yrotrct thew values may vary, but they are still
aimed at protecting thcse core values. Values that are beyond the core
may dry extensively. For example,
w h l e all cultures have rules concerning sexual conduct, these v a n
greatly. Again, while the institution
of marriage may be essential to societies and hence be protected, thc
exact contours vary. (whether divorce is allowed, the number of
partners allowed, etc.).

II. The Imp1ications
of Limited
Universalism for

MulticulturaIism and
Values Education
W l ~ n tare

the implications of

limited ~miversalismfor multicul tural themes and values education?
Limited univrrsalism in the context
of a constitutional democracy such
as ours will be the framework for
tlus analysis. Some key features of a

democracy include:

-
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Poprrlnr Sovereignty. blrii~liduaipar-

tirlpltrcln in decisio~ls7ulliclr affect
onr's iiJe. Real participatiulr rr~yrlir~ , sficcdom of speech, prcss.
r i ~ h !t i ) vote, run for uficcl*, fomr
oppmit ion yarties,freedom offlssociutiun, and frrquent pqnlhr tlcc-

tions.
Political Equality. Equal basic
rights and equal opportunity
(each person has an equal opportunity to develop his/her
natural abilities).
hgnjority Rule-Minority Rights,
Govcrnnrent policies tcdl bc those
priferred by the rna,itlrifv, with the
P Y f l P l s l ~f ! l i l / ~ l i f 1 ,Uult~lk
1
!t1115! h
cons,sft,~r!i ~ i t lindicidml
~
rtphts.
Tllrrr nlso mtrst bc fair dccisionnrakir~g/~rocedl!res.
Irrdividual Rights. Indii*idirals haup
decp .pwtlirr and hmw have n varirfy
of basic rights udrrch irrny not be
sacrificed merely to strtish the desires of thc nznjori!,~.
Frtvdom. h~diviii~rl~i~fic~~~fon~
is a basic
inlrttz.Lavernntent ir~tt~tjmnce
ruq l r r .n
~

justificrrtinn.

These key features tend to constitute
rninin~dlconditions for a democracy
(Dahl, 1956; Cohen, 1982)
One implication of d ~ eframework of limited universalism and a
constitutional democracy is that we
may tcach basil: values in the public
schuols. We are not limitcd simply
to helping students clarify their own
values. We may, in addition, direc t ly encourage respecting indj~'iduals,not assaulting or rnflicting
injury on them, respecting property,
not stealing, being honest, the importancr of truth-telling, and keeping one's promises, etc. These values
and others are part of the core values
of universalism, but they also are
values underlying many of our constitutional protections.
Not only may we tcach these
values, but we don't have to teach
nor respect values incompatible
with these core values. And we may
promnte within public educati~n
the reject ion of these inconipa tible

values, forexample, the rejection of
the violation of individual rights, radsm, sexism, etc. Think for a moment about our constitutional approach to religious practices. Although the First Amendment prohibits the government from restricting the free exercise of religion,
when a religious practice is clearly
inconsistent with a guaranteed basic
right, the practice is restricted. In a
similar way, if White supremacists
want their values taught in the public schools, we aren't required to do
so, and we may explicitly teach the
rejection of these values.
Multicultural education is an
umbrella concept referring tcb various educational issues involving
race, ethnic background, culture,
language, social class, gender, and
disability. At a minimum,multicdturahm claims that we must recognize w i t h education that we are a
multicultural nation. Beyond this
vague claim, there is a great diversity of themes and approaches to
multiculturalism.
The framework of limited universahsm and constitutional d e
mocracy supports many of the aims
of multiculturalism. It isn't merely
that the framework is consistent
with these goals and hence would
allow us to pursue them. The framework actually requires that we try to
satisfy many of the goals. Perhaps
surprisingly, the universality of certain values is the hend of multiculturalism, not its antagonist.
One approach to multiculturalism, referred to as "teaching the culturally different," aims at helping
low-achevhg students be more
successful in school and hence to
succeed in mainstream society
(Sleeter & Grant, 1994; Banks,1986).
Students with different cultural
backgrounds, language, learning
style or learning ability may need
different teachmg strategies if they
are to achieve adequately in school.
Respect for a n individual and providing equal opportunity are basic
values in our frameworkof analysis,

and they support the goals of expanding educational access, reducing barriers, and improving
achievement for culturally different
students.

While human
nature is plastic to
a degree, that is,
the way we
experience the
world may change
over time, the
wisdom literature
of the world
indicates that
hli~nansfiequentl y
experience and
respond to condlict
and traits irr

essentia JIy the
same way.

Ths approach to teaching the
culh~rally"di tierent" is sometimes
criticized a s being assimila tionist,
i.e., a5 trying to eliminate minority
cultures and make everyone like
White, middle-class ~ c o p l e(Sleeter
& Grant, 1994). But aiming to expand educational access and
achievement for culturally different
students certainly doesn't have to be
assimilationist in the above sense.
These are clearly worthy goals and
goals required by the values of our
framework. There are, however,
provisos attaching to these goals.
Assume that, with the use of ver!,
expensive technology, we can inlprove the learning of certain disabled groups. We aren't required to
do so ii the costs far outweigh the
benefits, e.g., if to provide the technology, a school system has to cancel the physical education, art, and
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music programs. Notice that the basis of the proviso is respect for all
individuals. If the cost for providing
fur the iew is so great to the many,
Ihe values of our framework don't
require the cost.
T e a c h g the culturally different focuses on students having
achievement problems, but it leaves
the rest of the student body untouched. A second approach to mulis the human reticultural ed~~cation
lations approach. Its primary goals
are improving self-esteem and promoting positive feelings between
groups. Promoting mutual respect
and understanding are goals which
are clearly supported by our framework. Learning about other cultures
and the contributions of various
groups may reduce stereotyping
and enhance respect. The human rela tions approach also may be related
to the hrst approach. Promoting
self-esteem may also promote
achievement, although the evidence
is not clear (Bennett, 1990).
One mult~culturd theme which
is often heard is that we need to
include diverse perspcrti m UI the
currisulum. But this multi-perspect ~ v u mclaim is ambiguous. Weak
m ulti-perspectivism is the thesis
that the history and cantributiom of
diverse cultural groups should be
included in the curriculum. The direct goal is educational inclusiveness. By fncusing primarily on
White, middle-class people, we
paint a distorted picture of our history. For the sake of accuracy alone,
we ought to aim at educational Inclusiveness; and, of course, including the contributions of various ind~vjdualsand groups is also a matter of respect.
But multi-prrspt.ctir.ism soon
generates controversy. Which
groups are to be included UI the curriculum? Native Americans, African-Americans, Hispanic groups,
Asian-Americans, and women have
not heen adequately represented in
the curriculum. But not just any
group can claim curricular repreAugust 6 November 2995

scntation. How do we decide which
groups to include? 'the values of our
framework provide help. Curricular
representation may be justified insofar as group inclusion is supported by respect and equal opportunity and the other valucs of the
franirwc~rkare provided. I-lence,if a
group has suffered sibpificant discrimination (is a victim group) and
it would benef~tfrom inclusion,
there i s reason for representation.
White supremacists and Nw-Nazis
wouldn't satisfy these criteria.
Strong multi-perspectivism is a
much more radical thesis. It is the
claim that diverse perspectives
should he included In the curriculum and the perspective taught
should be that of the group included. The claim is not that the
group's story should be inrl~lded
from their point of view independmt of the real historical resord.
The thesis involvcs the idea that
there is n o objective hstorical truth.
There are nnly diverse perspectives
which have an equal claim for inclusion.
ll-tere certamlv is a logical tension between limited universalism
and strong multi-perspectivism.
Hence our framework doesn't support such a radical thesis. Furthermore, the thesis involves controversial epistemcrlogicai assumptions
which would need to be justified
before we should accept it. A more
reasonable pnsition is that by listening to the diverse stories groups tell,
we may better understand our common historical record (Ravitch,
1990).

The social reconstruct~on appruach to multicultural eclucation
swks to prepare citizens to work actively tuward sw-ial equality and to
promote cultural pluralism and altematlve lifestyles (Slwter & Grant,
1994). Lnsofar as the basic values of
our framework are being violated
by social institutions, it is appropriate to promote scwtal activism in our
schools. But the social reconstructionist approach a s charactenzed

above gms considerably beywid
this. Students are to be taught to
work torvard social equality meaning equality of result, not the equality of opportunity traditionally associated with democratic theory.
The test for equality sought b y the
social reconstructivist is equal outcomes for identified groups. Hence,
our framework cannot unequivocally support social reconstructionism. If athiwing equality of result
involves significant restrictions on
individual freedom, given that frecdam is a basic value of our framework, the frametvtlrk may be Iogically inconsistent with social recunstructionism.

Perhaps
surprisingly, the
riniversality of
certain values is
the friend of
mu1 ticu lhrralisrli,
not its antmgonist.
Tht3 social reconstruction apprt lach also involves prnn~cltingcultural pluralism and alternative lifestyles. Even these goals are contruversial within our framework. Preservationists want to preserve cultural diversity. It is one thing tn
teach peop1c to respect c-t cultural differences. That is part of the human
relations approach to multjculturalism. It is something different to try
to preserve and promote such diversity. Consider religious diversity
within the United Sta tcs. The thrust
of the Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment is that the government is to remain neutraI in the field
of religion. It is not in the business of
promoting religion, religious t r d tions, or reIig~ousdiversity. It is to
have a hands-off approach, If religious diversity flourishes, fine; but

-
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that is not a state responsibility. As
part of the Establishment Clause, we
have also hept the public schools out
of the business of presening or promoting religion. Hence, it is not consistent with this that the schools
should he engaged in preservationism.
Again, it is one thing to teach
students to respect alternative lifcstyles. But notice that our framework imposes restrictions here, too.
We am not required to teach respect
for or tolerance uf lifustylcs incompatible with the basic valucs of the
framework-those, h ~ example,
r
of
racists and sexists. It is a serious error for schools to actually promote
alternative lifestyles. That freedom
as a basic value within o u r framework doesn't Imply that the state
has to promote certain li fc choices.
Multicdturalists
frequently
make claims or recommend goals
for our schools withuut considering
the needed theorctisal justification.
Some of the recommendations involve cornplea questions about the
role of government. When mny the
state restrict freedom in order to
achieve certain goals? When may it
take affirmative steps to prcjmote
various goals? What is a minimid
cc~nceptio~~
of equality required by a
democracy? What justif~cationsare
required for stronger conceptions of
equality? Thew and other issues
provide the needed theoretical cvntext of multicultural discussior~s.'
There are, of course, many more
themes, approaches, and goals in
multicultural education. But the
present review indicates that the
framervork of l~miteduniversalism
and constitutional democracy prorm
ides an overall structure for political and social unity while supporfing various diversity claims. The basic values of the framework provide
needed social cohesion. On the other
hand, many of the goals of rnulticultural education such as educational
inclusiveness, expanding educational access and reducing barriers,
improving self-esteem and achjeve-

ment, creating mlitual respect and
understanding, helping people to
learn to live in a pluralistic society,
etc., are not only fully compatible

with the framework but are supported by it. Horvcver, some overstated claims associated with multiculturalism such as multi-perspec-

tivism, social reconstructivism, and
preservationism are more excluded
by the framework, depending on
how these goals are interpreted.

'A classic statement of the argument

' ~ 1 1 of the scriptures come from

3%me of these issues are discussed
in Bull, Fruehiing & Chattergy

can be found in Benedict (1934).

Wilson (199 1) .

(1992).
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An Exploration of Some Implications of

Community as a Dominant Social Metaphor
by Richard A. Weibl
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If social cohesion i s irnpossible without coercion,
and coercion is impossible
without the creation of s e
cia1 injustice, and the destruction of injustice is impossible without the use
of further coercion, we are
not in an endless cycIe of
social conflict. Rcmhold
Niebuhr (Quoted in Lasch,
3 489)
A university, if it is doing
what it ought to be doing,
is by definition, disorderly. It is a place where
freedom takes on a special
meaning, where people

come together precisely
for the purpose of thinking, speaking, inquiring,
and criticizing freely. It is
a place whose stock in
trade is diversity, whose
tradition enshrines dissent. It is a place unfriendly to fetters. Joseph
N. Crow ley
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Introduction: Campus
Malaise and Its
Proposed Cure
h s article comes at a time
when there IS a "breakdown of civiliv on campus,"
"deeply
rooted
prejudices not only persisf, but appear to be increasing," and where
"college promotional mate rials
often mask the disturbing realities"
of campus life (Carnegie, 1990, p.
3-5). The quality of campus life is
being assaulted try the "darker side
of student life" (Carnegie, 1990, F.
xiii).
Faculty also are facing "rough
tunes"' The American Association
of Higher Education Bulletin advises that a "sense on the part of
faculty of bcing detached from students, colleagues, from their own intellectual vocation and the passions
that originally animated it" is causing a "pain of d i s c o ~ w t i u n "(Edgerton, 1992, p. 3). Readers are advised that the "life grving antidote"
of community is "something we
need for our own survival" (p. 4).
The appeal to community as a
remedy for these "disturbing realities" of tugher education has been
building for several years, The National Institute of Education Study
Group on the Conditions of Excel-

T

Ier~cein American Higher Education report Involve~nentit1 Lt't~r~tlng:
Redizing the Potrntiul of Amwican
Higher Education recommended that
"every institution of lugher education should strive to create learning
communities" (1984), p. 33). William Bennetts To Reclaim a Legacy:
A Report on the Humanities in
Higher Education (1984), p. iii) calls
for a "return" to a "core clt common
studies" bawd on a "clear vision of
what constitutes an educated person" in order to create and sustain
"community." Ernest Boyer's 0 1 Itye: The Undergr~~duate
Experienct. Itr
America asserts "nur democratic
way of life and perhaps our survival
as a people" depend on a comrnitmerit to community (1987, p. 8).
The loss of a sense of commonness has alw been whwd by Bloom
(1987), Kimball (1990), D'Souza
I1991 ), Anderson (1993,and Bronlwich (1992) and many others. Ttus
loss of commonness is often seen In
relationslup to the demographic
changes in the United States. With
increasing diversity comes increasing conflict. Diversity and population growth together may engender
more conflict as previously subordinate voices gain enough volume to
engage the privileged (Fiucher,
1991).
Part of what concerns these
authors is the continuing tensions
caused by efforts of women, people
of color, lesbians, gays, and bisexuals, and peoples from non-Western,

European traditions to secure a
place in the university. Demands for
curricular reform, increased participation and new ways of viewing,
exchmpg,
and
constituting
knowledge have resulted in tensions on the campus (Lather 1991;
hooks, 1984, 1'389; Giroux, 1988;
Minh-ha, 1989; Smith, 1987; Harding, 1991; GilIigm, 1981; Haraway,
1991).
What reformist authors ask for
is a basic change in the identity of
higher education, the way the university thinks and lives. Tlus may be
the cause of the pain and disorientation that some complain ot in their
search for comm~mity.Yet when
sometlung repressed is released, or
when previously dominant meanings and values are newly made
subservient to previously repressed
meanings and values, the reversal
will bring awareness of the repressiveness of the former order. New
thoughts and effects will be felt as
dangers to the old order (Scott,
1987).
The point of this article is not to
argue the merits of the assessments
leading to the prescriptions of cornmlmity. Others have raised provocative questions about political
and economic interests served by
the reports (Rhoades, 1990),the role
of universities in cultural decline
(Herron, 1988), the existence of a lost
golden age (tevine, 1988) or the
merits of cnmmunitarian and liberal
soda1 theory (Caney, 1992; Ma per,
1991; Tower & Lapsley, 1992; 'Taylor, 1982).
Tlus article is intended to explore the ideal of community as the
cure for the tensions facing higher
education. I am particularly interested in the privileging of unity over
difference h e r e n t in community
proposals. Can an emerging politics
of difference be reconciled within
community?
First, I examine the ideal of community exploring some of the characteristics and conditions of "being
in community." Then I critique the

ideal of community identifying constitutive claims and directing attention to the nature d the identity, the
borders and the exclusions h e r e n t
in the ideal.
Finally, I will offer implications
of this disiussion for those shaping
campus life. Pursuing community
may be an understandable aspiration but is it pdjtjcally yroblemaiic.
I will argue that the popular vision
of community suppresses difference
and implicitly excludes persons
who aredifferent, that is those tradjtionally under-represented in the
faculty and student populations and
those who hold alternative conception of what i t means to be scholars,
scientists, and teachers.

Community is a
valorized word
u s u J7y
~ associated
with visions of the
good life.

Community as an
Ideal
The ideal of cummunity is not
new to higher education in the
United States. "A true university is
not a mere assemblage of learners. It
is a community, communion of
minds, a society in which the essential principles of thinking and living
are shared" (Forester, 1937, p. 251).
Forester also wrote that if the university was to be an "intellectual
community, its members must have
much in common" (1937, p. 250).
Since that time, many others have
written that higher education is special because of these shared principles of thinking and learning
(Counts, 1952; Bcrkscm, 1958; Hagstrom, 1965; Wil kes, 1968; Caffrey,
1969). Community has long been an
organizing principle of higher edu-
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cation--offered as a unique organizational feature of higher education
(Milett, 1962; Kerr, 1963).
Community is a valorized word
usually associated with visions of
the good life. Community is "a place
where everyone knows your name"
and "all our troubles are the same,"
to borrow from a popular television
program. Most of us have been, or
still claim to be members of a religious community, an ethnic camrnunity, or an intellectual comrnlmity.
Perhaps we have talked about "creating a sense [of] community," nr
lamented "the lack of community."
In the first case, a special closeness or bond is implied which unites
some people and differentiates
them from others. In the second
case, a particular kind of human relationship with norms and v a l u e is
implied rather than a special kind ot
group. Subjects in "community" aspire for selves that are in relationships of mutual identification, social
closeness, and comfort. Aspiring to
mutual identification, collaboration,
order, shared ambitions, and caring
in a personal and often spiritual
quest for self-understanding and
cultural affirmation is an understandable a tnbition (Young, 1'990).
In seeking to establish a detinition of community, one effort identified at least ninety-four different
meanings (Hillery, 1955). Perhaps
community is best understood as a
network of social relations marked
by mutuality and emotional bonds.
A community involves a number of
people in a network held together
by shared understandings and a
sense of i>bligation.There is a sense
of "we-nt'ss'' in a community
(Bender, 1978).
Joseph Gusfield (1975) suggests
that contemporary views uf cornrnunitv have been shaped by the social cflnditions of the 19th century.
According to Gusfield, sociologists
and philosophers of the time debated the virtues and vices of the
traditional and the modern. The
modem, developing capitalistic
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state was analyzed, defended and
attacked. He concludes that, as a
consequence, "nostalgia for the old
and disgust for the new" influenced
attitudes toward social changes
which have dominated social
thought since that time (p. 5). (See,
for example, Stein, 1960; and Nisbet,
1977.).Examples of this tension between the new and the old are
played out in political and public
arenas.

1 suggest that the

desire for mutual
understanding and
reciprocity
underlying the
ideal of community
is similar to the
desire for
identification that
underlies racial
intolerance and
etlrtric
yrovirrcia Iism.
h the Late 1920s, John Dewey
made a plea for the revitalization of
community in modem society.
Dewey a r h ~ e dthat unless communal lite was restored "the public cannot adequately resulve its most urgent problems" (1927, p. 216).
Dewey also asserted that "[iln its
deepest and richest sense, a community must always remain a matter of
face-to-face intercourse . . . in the
sense of free and €1111 intercommunication" and that such conditions
were both conceivable and attainable.
More recently, Anthony Black
wrote that "strong communities do
give individuals a sense ofidenlrty . . .
partly through their ritual or ideology" (1988, p. 56).Communities, acAugust b Novenzber 1995

carding to Black, also provide a concrete swial context for a limited degree of altruisrrl-a willingness to
share, cooperate and offer mutual
assistance to other members of the
community. While community fosters certain kinds of relationships,
strong communities also restrict relationships, freedoms, desires, and
aspirations (Black, 1988).
One final feature highlighted
here comes from the work of Barry
Shenker (1986).In lus study of intentional communities Shenker argues
that efforts to rejuvenate community tended to emerge a t times of
great social change, times with social and moral uncertainty. Shenker
argues that when traditional ways
of understanding are questioned by
a sufficient number of community
mcmbers, they routinely propose
new communitics to fill perceived
voids. The goals and values of comm~mities,according to Shenker, are
well known to the founders. At the
same time, these communities lack
ideological clarity, a trait often
viewed as strategically advantageous.
In the ideal community, persons
relate to one another as concrete irdividuals who recognize themselves in each other becauw they
share purposes. Conflict between
the demands of individuality and
the demands of sociability disappears in mutual sympathy. As the
individuals are fused with the community, they understand one another as they understand themselves. Such an ideal of shared subjectivity
(Intersublwtivity-the
transparenq7 of subjects to one another) denies difference by emphasizing the basic commonness of subjects.

Problems in the Quest
for Community
The question is "Can others ever
see the wnrid from my perspectlve?" Of course not. I am always
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faced with an experience of mvself
in witnessing another's objktive
grasp of my body, actions, and
words. The sharing is never complete mutual understanding and
reciprocity. I do not have the notion
that each person can understand the
other a s he or she understands himself or herself. That persons can
luiow others in their concrete needs
and desire presupposes that one
can know himself or herself and express self-knowledge accurately
and unambiguously to others.
I cannot understand another as
he or she understands himself or
herself because he or she does not
completely understand himself or
herself. In fact, I may understand
certain aspects uf them more fully
than they because their exyression
of self may be beyond their own
awareness or intention. J l ~ eyossibility of complete Lntersubjectiv~ty
is impossible.
The dcsirc for such reciprocity
and mutual identificat~onshoilld
not be trusted because it denies if ifference in the concrete sense ot making it difficult jor people to understand and respect those with whom
they d o not identify. I suggest that
thr desire for mutual understanding
and reciprocity underlying the ideal
of community is similar to the desire
for identification that underlies racial intoierance and ethnic provincialism.
Racial and ethnic chauvinism
arise from this desire since such mutual understanding can be approximated only within homogeneous
groups that define themselves by
common attributes. Such identification requires an identification of the
other, the excluded (Kantrr, 1972;
Lorde, 1984, hooks, 1989;Caraway,
1991). 1 am not claiming that the appeal to an ideal of community is itself chauvinistic. However, the effect of community budding may be
problematic when it results in the
continued exclusion of thow anticedently distinguished as different.

It is rare for those e v o h g an
ideal of community in higher education to question what such an ideal
presupposes or implies. What are
the concrete implications of an universal community for today's suciety? They offer, instead, partial articulations appealing to vague and
often contradictory notions of community. This lack of clarity with its
appeal to a sense of a lost past, and
the powerful lure of a close, shared,
and affirmed personal and cultural
identity give grounds to be skeptical
of the advocates for community.
TIUSskepticism marks a l l postmodem and post-structural critiques of
unifying concepts like community
( ~ u r l r t t19S9;
,
Nancy, 1991).
Postmodern critiques have integrated grand theories of social
unity. Lyotard (1984)argues that the
hegemonic metanarratives ot universal reality2are embedded in the
spechc lustorical time and place in
wluch they were created and are associatcd with certain political baggage. Rather than explain all reality,
these metanarratives are privileged
discourses that deny and silence
competing discourses.
Metanarratives are often created through comparison with another that then defines both itself
and the dominant reality. According
to Jacques Derrida, Western phiIosophy rests on binary opposites,
such as truth/falsity, unity/dir.ersity or man/ woman; the nature and
primacy of the first term depends on
the definition of its opposite (other).
These definitions are a s en~hedded
in the definition of their opposite as
they are in the nature of the object
being defined (Derrida, 1976).
Foucault, (1972,1976,1980)representing the post-structuralists, argues that the false power of
hegemonic metanarratives can be
challenged by alternative discourses which offer other explanations of reality. He argues that discourse--a historically, socially and
institutionally specific structure of
statements, terms, categories and

belief-is
the site where meanings
are contested and power relations
are determined. The ability to control know ledge and
through disciplinary institutions
,and in social relations, is the key to
understanding power relations in
society.

dent, a few
and the students all knew each other" (p. 1).
This condition ~swntiallyexisted
until the two s i p f i r a n t parties to
this c o m m u n ~ t vstarted tn redcfit~e
themselves III relatinnrhip to the
campus. First, inspired by the European university model, many faculty became increasingly more active as researchers focused on develCommunity as False
oping the nlblds of students, thus
abandcbning the responsibilities for
Narrative
the body and spirit of students.
A useful concrete example is
The second change came about
Campus Life: In Search qf C~uitln~iittity as shidents in the 1960s objected to
(Carnegie, 1990) which came a h ~ l i t the restrictions of in loco parmtis.
through the collaboration of the
Colleges were prohibited from actAmerican Council on Educa tion, the
ing .as parents when the courts afNational Association of Student
firmed legal rights of students in rePersonnel Administrators, the Unilationsh~pto their colleges and university of Arizona, and the Camegie
vers~t~es.
The consequences were
Foundation for the Advancement of
"almost unlim~tedfreedom in perTeaching. Based primarily on sursonal and social mstt~rs"(Camegie,
veys of college and university presi1990).
dents and chief student affairs offiA third group of stakcholders
cers, the special report concludes
has recently emergrd N ith increasthat the quality of ekperiences availing demands. Parents and the pubable on college campuses has
lic, embodied in trustees and legiserodrd. The survey found camlators, indicated that they neither
puses:
understood nor accepted a freer cliso divided that common purmate.
poses had become blurred or
The report indica tes that the seclost,
ond half of the 1980s emcrged a s a
period of renewal with increasing
threatened by ethnic and racial
talk about the curriculum, about
social divisions that challenge
teaching, anti about the quality of
the very integrity of higher
campus life. This period of renewal
education,
offered institut~onsan "unusual opportunity to return to their rootsand
obligation to society at large to
to
cons~ilernot morc regulations,
sustain a common, shared vibut
the enduring values of a true
sion of their mission,
learning community" (Camegie,
plagued by students sn di1490, p. xii-xiii).
vided that they were unable to
In response to present-day chalparticipate fully in campus
lenges, the report propuses six prinlife, and
ciples that offer an "effective formula for day-to-day decis~onmakdevoid of a new theory of caming" which taken together "define
pus governance to replace the
the kind of community ever!, cvllege
decline of the in loco pynrtntis
and university should strlvr to be
policy .
(emphasis added, p. 7)." Boldly perThe Camegie report reminds
haps, the Report also suggests these
readers that the nation's first colprinciples might also provide a
leges were "small, face-to-Cace commodel for the nation. The principles
munities, places where the presiare:
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First, a college or university is ,an educationally
y u r y o s c ~community,
~l
a
place where faculty and
students share academic
goals and work together
to strengthen teaching and
learning on campus.

Second, a college or university is an open community, a place where freedom of expression is
uncompromisingly protected and where civility
is pursued.
Third, a college or university is a just community, a
place where a sacredness
of the person is honored
and where diversity is aggressively pursued.
Fourth, a college or university is an discip1int.d community, a place where individuals accept their
obligations to the group
and where well-defined
governance prwed ures
guide behavior for the
common good.
Fifth, a college or university is a caring community,
a place where the well-being of each member is sensitively supported and
where service to others is
encouraged.
Sixth, a college or university is a irlebrutirlr community, one in which the heritage of the imtitution is
remembered and where
rituals affirming both tradj tion and change are
widely shared. (p. 7-8. emphasis original)

These principles and values are
not likely to be controversial. Accurding to the survey of presidents,
L36-100 percent indicated that they
"strongly believe in the importance
of community" and only 4-7 percent
August & November 1995

indicated that "the idea of community is no longer appropriate" for
their
particular
institution
(Carnegie, 1990, p. 65). The Report
expects these principles to deal effectively with faded "cultural coherence" and the "vigorous diversity of
contemporary life" (Camegie, 1990,
p. 63).

. . . calls for

open
access, real
p a r t i c i p a t i o ~and
~
substantive

programma t i c
change cannot be
addressed by
yearning for a past
that never existed.
Viewed from the framework ~ I I
a traditional sociologist, the ideal
and principles of community aclvanced by the Camegie Foundation
report are familiar. It emphasizes
the ideal of face-to-face relationslups in w h c h community members will share a common bonding
purpose built on open, caring, celebrative, and just relationship. The
prescription for the "disturbing realities" of the university and society
is a h n d of community assumed to
have existed in the past.
Viewed from the postrnodern/post-structural perspective, I
fmd the remedy being offered to be
a metanarrative tailored to a specific
historical time and place. The report
fails to prr>blcmatize the primary
source of the diagnosis (presidents,
chief student affairs officers, the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching) or the remedy (community being placed in opposition to individualism). In each
case they are privileged actors proposing a universal remedy. What
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voices are missing? What alternative remedies were considered and
rejected? What alternatives are being silenced?
The remedy of community is offered as a response to an institution
perceived to be fragmented, disturbed, and disconnected. This view
of the campus, however, overlooks
the particularities of the tensions on
campus. Consider the possibility
that one cause for fragmentation
comes from calls for the inclusion of
the scholarship of women and pe
ple of color into the curriculum. The
v e v demand has forced open "difficult dialfrpes" (Cole, 1992; Graff,
1W2) about what should be included and excluded. This discussion has led many to prescribe a
common curriculum (see, for example, Bennett, Cheny, Hirsch).
Meeting the demands of an increasingly vocal student population
has also divided the campus, increasing the competition for scarce
resources and faculty time. Students
have demanded teactung practices
sensitive to different learning styles
and disabilitics. Studmts have asserted claim to access which has
req~~ired
the rehabilitation and reconstrustion of buildings, elevators,
sy llahi, and long held assumptions
about who can lcam and what shall
be taught. In doing so, by calling
upon the courts and legislatures,
they have effectively forced colleges
and universities to he more responsive.
LI

Conclusion
W h a t I have attempted in this
article is to explore the ideal of community and its implications for
higher education. This is particularly important now because of the
increasing claims for community a s
remedy, asserted by persons promoting community as a counter to
what they describe as thc "disturbing realities" of higher education.
I do not recommend that we totally abandon the concept of com25

munity. Like Sandra Harding, 1 believe we must face up to concepts
which have problematic mrnnings
(Harding, 1992). They cannot, or
must not, be abandoned simply because we find them flawed-we can
remake them (after all, we constructed them).
I have found William Tierney's
book, Blrildrr;~Cotnrtr~rnitiesofDi,erencc: Hjgh~rEdrtcution irt the 2 I s t Cent u y (1993) very exciting. Tierney
recognizes the complexities of community and the difficulties of
aclueving diversity within community. I have also been worhng to
better understand John Dewey's
concept of community. Dewey ay-

parently bclicvcd that a "community of shared values and meaning
could no longer be based upon old
orthodoxy" (Bro510, 1972, p. 2).
Dewey saw yxcific forces worlung
against the emergence of a new communit) -oi-porate
power and its
m i s u s ~ the
, ineyi~itabledistribution
of resources and production, coerciveness and misinformation, dualism, and class stratification (Brosio,
1972). 1wonder if Dewey's enemies
have co-opted the concept of cvmmimity and are now using it to
achieve their cnds?
The idea of a learning community is attractive, n e issue isn't the
total rejection of the idea c j t commu-

nity in schools and higher education. Rcl ther, [ urge those invoived in
reform initiatives to reflect upon the
implicat~onsd prcscrip tions offering simplistic and universal answers. The uw of notions like community must bc held up for rigclroc~s
review and consideraticln, btxause
they enable nostalgia. In a n increasingly diverse nation, wc.can expect
the challenges to gathcr in vrdume
and intensity. These calls lor open
access, real participation and substantive programmatic change cannot be addressed bj. yearning for a
past tli,jt never existed.

flects the auihors ~ntentiilnhut
not without reservatinn.

3. Disciplinary institutions orgaruze
physical space and time w ~ t h,jc+
tiv~ties that have devt~loped
over time to change people's behav ior along a select numbcr of
parameters (Marshal, 1990).

Notes
1.The use of quobtion marks, without an accompanying citation,
is intended to mark the word(s)
as somehow Froblemat,r,
such cases the word choice re-

2. Consider the idea of a human or
global community a natural extension of this discussion.
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Biographical and Historical Passages into
Freedom: The Pluralisms of Horace Meyer Kallen,
Alain Locke, and Isaac Baer Berkson

Linda O'Neill is Assisfant Profissor r$Aift11t Educlrf ion, Dqlartni~lzfof
Educational h d e r s h i p , Uniuersity of Wisconsin a t Milu~i~uh~s.
All phlosophies . . . may
merely be the lineaments
of a personality, its temperament and dispositional attitudes projected
into their systematic rationalizations.
-ALain Locke

ultural pluralism a s a social philosophy is charncterized hy the paramount
value it attaches to cultural diversity. Identified with the
work of Horace M. Kallcn and Alain
Locke, cultural pluralism has been
offered as a philosophical justjfication for multicultural education as it
is practiced in various forms today.
As the twenty-first century approaches, it seems fitting to reflect
on the commitments of three educators who dcdicated themselves to
addressing issues of pluralism and
democracy not so dissimilar from
those we face today. Horace Meyer
Kailen (1882-1974), Alain Locke
(1886-1954) and Isaac Baer Berkson
(1891-1975) developed unique visinns of y luralism as each attempted
to reconcile competing versions of
democracy for an industrializing
nation in the litst half of this century.
While the individual insights of
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these cultural pluralists have often
been appropriated, taken as a group
they provide insights into the difficulties of redefining democratic individualism. Ttus paper explores
KaHm's vision as a point of departure ior the developing philosophies
of both Locke and Berkson who critiqued and enriched Kallen's cnnceptualizations.

Horace Meyer Kallen
(1882-1974)
In recent scholarship, KaHen's
work has often been cittd and criticized. W ~ I Kallen's
~P
cultural pluralism has been claimed a s the
philosophcal wellspring for some
versions of multiculturalism, critics
portray it as a misguided precursor
to current confusion (Tesconi, 1991),
38-40). Horace bIeyer Kallen espoused, refined and attempted to
embody cultural pluralism as a living philosophy throughout his lift..
He claimed that he first used the
term "cultural pluralism" around
1906 or 1907 when he was George
Santayana's graduate assistant at
Haward. The term developed into a
name tor a set of arguments during
Kallen's conr:ersatior~s at Oxford
with the young Alain Locke (Guy,
1993,57-58).
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Cultural pluralism, then as
now, signified a ph11c)sophy that
challenged the basic premise of
unity as the nation's paramount
value (Ratrter, 1953, v). The price of
national unity was cdw-ious in the
educational and political rhetoric of
the early twentieth century. The
promise was membership in a
democratic nation; the pricc was
sevrrance from ethnic group affiliation. During his presidency wluch
carried the nation through the
throes of World War I, Woodrow
Wilson asserted:
America does not crmsist
of groups. A man who
thnks of hmself a s belonging to a particular national group in America
has not yet become an
American (Parenti, 1970,
77).

Ln opposition to this sentiment,
Kallen offered a passionate counterpuint. As World War I escalated in
Europe and Asia, Kallen published
his first exposition of cultural pluralism in a two-part article in The
Nation in 1915 entitled "Democracy
Versus the Melting-Pot" (Kallen,
1915a, 190-194). In this article, Kallen retold the nation's story as the
"biography of the land." He characterized the Dr*ilaration of Independmrras a document that asserted
29

the "natural rights" of the colonists
over the "divine rights" of the British monarchy. At the center of this
assertion was the claim that "all men
are created equal." Kallen criticized
Edward Alsworth Ross, Professor of
Sociology at the University oi Wisconsin (where Kallen was briefly
Professor of Psychology and Philosophy), for turning this assertion
on its head by "documenting ways
in which immigrant groups were
not created equal" and worse, ranking then) in order of worth. From a
historical argument, Kallen made
his case for an America that did not
hold one group above others. He
proposed that American democracy
promised "multiplici~in a unity,"
a nation of different anii equal partners. To make lus point, Kallen used
the metaphor of a n orchestra in
which:
[Elver), type of instrument
has its spccifictimbre and
tonalib, founded UI its
substance and form; a s
every type has its appropriate theme and melody,
and the harmony and dissonances and discords of
them all make the symphony of civilization, with
this difference: a mtlsical
symphony is i v rit ten before it is plaved; in the
symphony civilization
the playing is the writing
so there is nothing so fixed
and inevitable about its
progressions as in music
so that w i t h the limits
wi by nature they may
vary at will, and the range
and variety of the ha rrnonics may become wider
and richer and more beautiful" (1915b, 21 7-220).

of

In this article, Kallen was contrasting his vision of cultural pluralism with the n~eltingpot ideology
and the Americnnization rhetoric of
1915. In 1924 he jl~xtaposedhs vision against the rise of the KKK

(which he labeled the Kultur Klux
Klan) in CuItu re and Democracy in the
Unlted States. In his sixty-year struggle in support of his conception of
American freedom, he found himself pitted against the ideologies of
nationali,sm, the KKK, communism,
and fascism. Kallen used his impassioned rhetoric to paint sweeping
tustorical, biographical and genealogical sequences replete with paradox and leading back again and
again to his orchestral vision. Surprisingly, he did not analysc the
unity in diversity issues with the
logical or empirical tools he claimed
to value so highly. Like much of the
liberal analysis of the 1930s which
had the "constructive precision of a
scattergun," Kallcn's pluralism, accord~ngto some critics, "ultimcltely
failed to offer any adequate structure capable of eliciting unity"
(Akam, 1490,124-130).
In delineating the relat~onship
between the individual and democracy, KalIen envisioned freedom in
democracy as "the individual's concern for his own integrity and on h s
consequent free movement between
and among the diversity of group
formations" (Kallen, 1956,87). Tlus
individual fr~vldomwas not to br
found outside the cultural or ethnic
group:
Jewsor Poles or AngloSaxons, in order to cease
being Jews or Poles o r Anglo-Saxons would have to
cease to be. The selfhood
. . . is ancestrally determined, and the happiness
wluch they pursue has its
form implied in ancestral
endowment. This is what,
actually, democracy in operation assumes (Kallen,
191%, 220).
For Kallen, the individual was "the
seat of value." But each individual
was atso a link in the "lustorjc chain
which is heredity." To sever the link
was to cut the person adrift. He
characterized the individual as a
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unique point "at the intersection of
geographical, political, economic,
and social elements of gnmp life
constituting environment" (Kallen,
1924,58-59).

Fur Kallen, the
individual was
"the seat of value."
But each
itrdividual was
also n link in the
"historic chain
which is heredity."
While Kallrn advocated a tcntative approach to life based on a
praginatic assrssmcnt of effects, he
also promntcd a quasi-religious devotion to the "American Idea." The
American Idea, a s first expressed by
abolitionist Theodorc Parker, demanded ". . . a governmer.t of all the
people, by all the people, for a l l the
people . . . the idea of Freedom"
(Kdllrln, 1949, xiii-xiv). In support of
ths American idea, Kallen proposed that our culturL~l
tradition be
transmitted in the form uf a "Gospel
of America." This gospel would include the major documents legitimating and clarifying the nation's
tenets, from the Declaration of lndcprndencc to the Universal Drclnration
ofHtintn!t Rtghfs adopted by the Assembly of the United Nations
(Himh, 1956,87-88).
Teaching the implications of the
American Idea was "the most important nearest task for those concerned about thr country's future."
Against the "welter of vocational interests and pedagogic fads [and] the
insatiable greed of the industrial
machine with its tendency to pit native against ethnic and class against
class," Kallen proposed education
for the "Great Vocation" of citizenAugust & November 1995

shp.This education would transmit
the "living faith in the potential excellence of every man, and every
natural group, according to kind
. . ." (Kallen, 1924,66). 1 t was Horace
Kallen's hope that historical and
biographcal sequences, like those
that anchored his own social philosophy, could become passageways leading away from habit and
prejudice into growing freedom and
"felt fellowship with all persons of
all times." Perhaps it was in this
spirit that Alain Lwke and Isaac
Baer Berkson began to explore some
of the twists and turns in Kallen's
multi-layered perspectives.

Alain tocke
(1886-1954)
Horace b l l e n did not analyze
the tensions resulting from the combination of pluralism linked to primal ancestries and unificationbased
on contractual consent, but Alain
Lwke did. Focusing on contradictions a s he uncovered them, Locke
identified the paradox of American
democracybeneath the choic~sAfrican-Americans and other cultural
minorities were forced to make.
Since democracy "required the uncritical acceptance of faith in constitutional values . . . valuing and advancing one's own culture led to the
risk of being different .md, thereby,
anti-democratic" (Guy, 1993, 46-61,
194-195). Having gained insights
from lus work with the Atlanta and
Harlem Adult Education Experiments, Locke shifted from a faith in
voluntaty pluralism to a conviction
t h t equal rights must be acquired
via group solidarity (tocke, 1936,
126-31). Lockets later works reflected his growing conviction that,
within the United Stdtes, securing
equal rights for cultural minority
groups was the key to a viable democracy. Locke proposed an alternative for those torn between assimilation and separation: the reconceptualization of American indi-
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vidualism. Shifting from individual
rights to group rights, African
Americans cuuld achieve equal
group power in social, political, and
economic relationships, something
they could not do as individuals
(Guy, 1993, 194-196). k k e proposed cultural education as a vehicle for reviving the African-American group concept, an integral step
in reconceptualizing demwracy
(Guy, 1993,11,214).

be absorbed, but our psychological
tribes will not thereby be dissolved"
(Locke, 1935, 331). As a result, the
goal of education was "not to expect
to change others but to change our
attitudes toward them, and to seek
rapprochement not by the eradication of such differences as there are
but by schooling ourselves not to
make so much of h e differences"
( h k e , 1974,64).

Isaac Baer Berkson
(1891-1975)
The intersection of
Kallen's idens with
those of Locke and
Berkson
established and
sustained tlte
discourse of
democratic
multicul f uralism.
Lmke incorporated the deeper
sources of difference he attributed to
value pluralism into his distinctive
vision of cultural pluralism. Hr asserted that our "value reactions
guided by emotional preferences
and affinities are as potent in the
determination of attitudes as pragmatic consequencesare in the determination of actions" (1935,318). He
hoped that once we realized the primacv of valuing itself, and we acknowledged our values as imperatives or norms rather than as absolutes, our "wctarian fanaticisms"
might lose "some of their force and
glamour" (1935, 332). Locke prcposed value relationships based on
parity and reciprocity rather th'mon
priority or monopoly. He contended
that even if a struggle over means
could be resolved, for example, by
Marxist measures, we tvould still
have codicts about ends. He believed t hat "economic classes may
Thresholds in Edrccation

While Locke proposed a construct ive program for the sy sternatic
examination of cultural pluralism,
Isaac Baer Berkson questioned the
very premise of KalIen's concept
w h c h seemed to give the "tribal
pasts of race or ethnos" the power to
circumscribe an individual's future.
He feared that Katlen's enthusiastic
promotion of ethruc solidarity
would lead to enforced group affiliations irrespective of personal
choices. As an alternative, Berkson
proposed the Community Theory.
Community Theory refused to establish a goal of national unity
(Melting Pot, Americanization) or
national diversity (Fedetation of
Nationalities, Cultural Pluralism).
Rather than assuming the centrality
of race or ethrucity, Berkson proposed communities of culture
whch he defined as the shared inheritances of history, tradition, and
re1igion (Berkson, 1920, 98). Communities of culture presupposed
conformity to neither Anglo-Saxon
nor ethnic traditions. Forces either
maintained communities nf culture
or aliawed them to disintegrate.
Berkson argued that this democratic, open-ended national vision
would allow individuals to develop
through the "interaction" of their
own natures "with the richest environment," supporting diversity
without mandating it (1920,118).
Berkson also proposed that education he explicitly directed toward

defmte social ends as part of the
citizenry's commitment to democracy. Berkson ieared that democracy
in the United States lacked communism's ideological
and fascism's powerful certainties. He
agreed with T.S. Eliot that "democracy undefined is weak, even dangerous" (Berkson, 1958, 154). He
contended that:
It is of the essence of democracy to encourage diversity of opinions. But diversity must be seen
within a framework of
unity. There must be a
community of ethical
aims, an accepted political
system, and at least a minimum Consensus on ecnnomic implications. (1 958,
155)
Given the all too uhvious differenccs between the ideals of democracy and the realities of race and
class inequalities (Berkson did not
consider gender), our nation would
continue to weaken unless it was
revitalized. Renewed commitment
to democracy dedicated to the
worth of each person, thc equality of

human beings, and the unity of the
twentieth century that integrated
human race required the support of
their distinctive commitments to
an educational system based on a
cultural pluralism. Given the differphilosophy capable of providing
ences in focus and emphasis, the inguidance on central social issues. It
tersection of Kallen's ideas with
also required the participation of
those of Locke and Berkscm estabworkers' organizations, producers'
lished and sustained thc discourse
and consumers' cooperatives, and
oE democratic n~ultici~lturalism.
professional associations mediating
This early attempt to rrctjnceptualbetween the individual and the naize and revitalizedemocracy left untion to foster opportunities for indiresolved the nature and meaning of
viduals to participate in governgroups and their implications for
ment. Berkson envisioned "a vital
personal identity. In light of Hartype of adult education in wluch the
vard political philosopher Michael
study and promotion of the organiSandel's recent obwn:ation that the
zation's interests would be the gate"moral 'lnd political instih~tiortal
way for understanding the yrobscheme of liberal democracy n o
lems of the community as d ~ ~ I ~ o l e ' longer
'
fits the moral and political
aspiraticms of its citizens" (S~ndcl,
(Berks~n,1940, 115-116). His concept of organizational activity as
1992,4), these early attempts to rein"the project method" moved bevigorate democracy seem all too
yond both the orgaruzntional goals
relevant today. They caution that w e
tor productivity a n d employee satmay hdve strained the limits of libisfaction goals to the conception of
eral democratic logic and that the
organizations a s vehicles For demopeople must now generate new vocratic participation.
cabularies to express their pc>litical
aspirations. Educators havc a great
stilkc in this effort and must themConclusion
selves become speakers in a new
conversation.
Kallen, Locke, and Berkson offered educational visions for the
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Multiculturalism: Intersubjectivity or
Partz*culavismin Education?
by Harriet B. Morrison
H ~ r r i e tB. hforrisnn is Prof~ssuri l l the Foundnfions of Education,
Dt.partnlent of Leadership and Educntional Policy S hrdivs, Collt'gr r$
Education, Nort(~crnIllinois Llniversity.
ulticulturalism,
the
celebration of the variety of groups in our
culture, is a powerful
concept in education today. No
longer seen as a melting pot, but as
a diverse aggregation of ethnic and
racial groups, our sc~ietyand its
schools are challenged to apply the
message of diversity to the theory
and practice of education. Is multiculturalism to mean the celebration of individuality/ uniqueness,
incli~dingracial and ethnic differcnces, allied to the recognition of
human in terconnectedness? Is there
to be unity within diversity or simply diversity?
MThatever the chosen interprctation, it will impact goals, curriculum
and humanbehavior. Society will be
the recipient of educationaj choice.
Empathy, justice, and freedom can
flourish or perish in the moral environment of school, society, and culture acctmling to the selected multic~dtural perspective. Educators,
thmrists, and community leaders
need to consider carefully which
conceptual template is the apyropriate one for a dynamic, diverse, and
productive society and school
united in goals and values.

M

Intersubjectivity
Diane Rayitch suggests that
Particularism-a single focus on
Aurmst f?November 1995

one group, ethnicib, or c u l t u r e i s
the intent of some niulticulturalists.
In her words, it is "A bad Idea whose
time has come" (Nelson, Carlson, &
Palonsky, 1993, p. 179).On the other
hand, the writers of the New York
State Curri~ulum, "One Nation,
Many Peoples: A Declaration of
~ u l t L r a lIndependence," focus on
the need for multiple perspectives,
"paying special attention tt) the
ways in which race, ethnicity, gender, and class generate difterent
ways of understanding, experjensmg, and evaluating events" (Nelson, Carlson, & Palonsky, 1993, p.
176).
The writers ot the above statements reprrsent distinct ideological
perspectives. One speaks from the
Right, the other, the Left. Each has
its supporters, goals, and strateg~es.
This seems to leave us with an impasse. The conceptual frnmewor k of
~mity within diversity, however,
found in the concept of intersubjectivity establishes a third perspective-a philosophical one. It i s one
in which community exists and is
celebrated along with uniqueness.
Separatedness is sensed as a space
within which to grow-not as a
place hermetically sealed from a
shared humanity. Unity within diversity on tlus view, occurs in a d y namic balance of one with others.
The reciprocal interchange between the one and the many both
spurs and controls the unity of all
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and the urge of the many to dissent
and create alternative communities.
So too, the individual and the group
interconnect in a contintlink exchange of uniqueness and sswciat ion.

Educators,
theorists, ulrd
community leaders
need to consider
cnrefully which
conceptual
template is the
appropriate one for
a dynarltic, divcrse,
and productive
society nnd school
united in goals and
ualues.
A phenomenological philosophy thus posits intersubjectivity as
an alternative to the conformity espoused by the extreme fight or to
the danger of balkanization in thc
recommendations of the far Left.
nematically, intersu bject ivity refers to the intercoru~ectednessof individuals in the community of hu-
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Popular Education as Adult Education Within
by Sherman M.Stanage
Shernlntl M. Stanage is ProJrssor Chairperson, Deyartnrul~lnJPltiluso~~hy;
Professor in Adtd t Coll!irlilin~Education, Depnrt t n t w t of Lr=odcrslrip a?zd
Edui-at ionnl Palicy Studies; ~ n Presidr~ltual
d
Terlcl~ingPrilfissor of
PhiI~)suphy,Northen1 Illinois U)tiuersity.

[Tlhe corr!inuntroa ofnmdtrnit? threatens the n e y srrrviva1 of life or1 our pinu~~t.
This awareness, cornbincd
wlih the growlng knowledge of the intcrdependence of the modern worldview and the militarism,
nuclearism, and ecological
devastation of the modern
world, is providing an unprecedented impetus for
people tn see the evidence
for a postmodern worldview and to envisrlge postmodem ways of relating
to each other, the rest of
nature, and the cosmos as
a whole. (Griffin, 1993, x)

Introductory Remarks

persons and thcir common enslng
of their needs. These mndernist rppresentations fail to address the everydayness of the I~feworldsof persons an3 communities in postmodernist tirncs.
Thcse ncecls and problems arc
most prominently those of persuns
and communities who havc liked
marginalized, invisibllized, and
largely unenvolccd lives, but who
are entering graduatc studies in
adult education in growing numbers. Thcir needs are not those addressed by modernist practices,
theories, and research progrhms.
Their needs and those of their communities can only be met by degrees
kinds of adult education a s contextualized adult learning in touch
with its own originative roots as
popular education.

programs in the United States. I intend its use a s a kind of corrective to
modernist thrusts wlich are inimicrll a ~ destructive
d
tu the very possibilities of co-lcarning and c'o-actu ~ gin the midst of the desperate
needs constituting the llfeworlds of
todav's comnlon folk everywhere in
the pastmodem world.

...within
postmodem times
adult education
incvensingly must
become popular
education in both
personal and
cornmlcnal tenns.

Thesis
dult education practices
which increasingly are
born of reproductionistic
instruction in courses of
graduate study are ubiquitousty out
of touch with the needs of common
people. One promising way of understanding this phenomenon is to
show how contemporary adul r education graduate instruction derives
from modernist represents tions of
practice, theory and research w h c h
fail to address the needs of common

A
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' f i s payer offers a reconceptualization of adult education as
popular education for our times. Although the term popular education
is a term well known throughout
most of the world, it is neither well
known nrjr widely uwd in the
United States. My discussion of
popular education is an attempt to
bring t h s notion further into the
mainstream of adult education
practices, theorizing, and research
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I use the term popular education to refer to grassroots praxis, to
cn-learning and reacting princesses
relating potentially to any person,
and d s processes open to all persons,
conccnwd or affecked by any specific social issue(s). Pupular education is focussededucation far ilitated
a s nearly as possible without gender, ethnic, or any other unjust and
unfair moral and ethical cxclusion
or dominance. Popular education is
38

co-learning and co-acting directly
focussed on all of the problems of
common persons which are constituted of the concerns of the community's sense of its common life.'
The thesis offeredin the paper is
that, within postmodern times,
adult education irtcreasingly must
become popular education in both
personal and communal terms. It
must do so if it is to survive all of the
hegemonies of special power interests of funding agencies, the older
traditional models of "higher" education, and the cconomic materialism fused with totalizing greed of
corporate capitalism. Adult education as popular educatiur~must be
facilitated through interpretations
of meaningful personal and communal worlds witlun the grass rootages of the everydayness of the
lived worlds of persons and community groups.

Modernism and
Postmodernism
Clarified
I have used the terms modernism and postmodemism, and it is
necessary to clarify what I mean by
these two terms. I focus first on the
phenomena referred to by the term
modernism. do this in order to develop my theme that the kind of
adult education bring practiced today is modernist adult education,
that it is unsuited to the needs of
persons and cultures in postmodern
times; and, therefore, that it is essentially powerless to bring about radically tratlsfomative empowerment
of these communal groups and persons.
I use the term modernism to refer to much of the discoverive, inventive, and creative achievements
of Western culture, T'hpre would
seem to be notlung wrong with all of
this. For example, Alfred North
Whitehead called the West's seventeenth century the century of genius,
and we are still fleshingout much of

that century's creativities. Alleged
value-free apyIications of much of
these modernistic achievements,
through increasing individualism,
competitiveness, and technology,
however, have increasingly distanced us as persons and communities from our essential life-sources
withhi nature and have placed us at
the constant and escalating risks of
the impersonal powers of nature
and of objectivizing negations of
each other. These risks are ever-present and potentially catastrophe.
The product of "progress," has been
aclueved at the cost of our ever-alienating removal from the sources
of life and being: nature. In that seventeenth century-that century of
genius-Francis Bacon argued that
a newly constructed empirical science necessarily ought to consist in
putting nature to the tortures of the
inquisition. Modernism is the cornquence of everywhere separatizing
knowledge, of knowledge always
and only about the world, and never
of, by, through, and for the world.
Modenusm is a "cultural
style that seeks self-contained intelligibility, significance, and worth; in a
diverse world tfus Ieads to
professional specialization; its self-consciousness
involves making a selfcontained new start, significantly and discontinuous with the past; and the
methodological self-defintion of a specialty allows,
indeed encourages, a practitioner to declare those
who follow other methods
to fall outside the specialty ." (Neville, 1993, 59)

The terms postmodern, postmodernism, and postmodemist
have come into widespread use in
literature, literary criticism, art, music, architecture, history, and philosophy, among many other areas of
human creativity, discovery, and invention. They have become familiar
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concepts in anthropology, economics, psychology, sociology, and in
many other areas of the social sciences. Some new ways of viewing
physics, chemistry, and biology
have also been called postmodern.
In a 1 of these disciplines and
fieldsof expression, postmodemism
refers to the process of undercutting
any and all verdor~af absolute and
certain starting points and any and
all attempts to establish absolute
meaning and value. It refers to the
totality of the cultural content of
thought and action*£ c*thnking
and co-acting--c-onstituting the
conduct of persons within the socially constructed everydayness uf
their lived worlds. Postmodernist
thought claims that, through their
daily conduct, persons and communities increasingly call into serious
question and doubt any and all
claims to any absdute truth, value,
and meaning previously established
within dominant and dominating
literature, art, music, ~hjlouophy
and the sciences. "[P]nstmodernism
refers to a diffuse sentiment rather
than to any common set of doct r i n e s t h e sentiment that humanity must go beyond the modem"
(Griffen, 1994, ~ i i i ) . ~
Kenneth J. Gergcn (ILM1) according to Scott Hcller (19911,
daims that
romanticists and niodernist conceptions of the self,
while still alive, are being
overtaken by a new postmodernist attitude. During the romantic era, p e e
ple believed m inner joy,
moral feeling and loyalty.
The modern period gave
precedence to logic, reason and observation . . . .
Postmodernism, by contrast, is marked by multiplicity, variety, and
change. No longer is the
self coherent. Rather, we
accept that we have different faces for different roles
August & November 1995

and our relationships are
played out through impersonal technologies-l i kr
faxes or computer bulletin
boards-that allclw us to
reach acrcws the world
without looking into the
eyes of those we relate to
daily. It's a condition Mr.
Gergen calls 'multiphrenia.'
Within times increasingly characterized as postniodern, our reflecting and inquiry have fled from
"fixed" truths to an uneasy acceptance of thc social constructi(3n of
reality. "Thc rcal world no longer
exists in its own terms but orily as it
is staged, performed, enac trd, imagined in ct~lturalforms . . . it is no
longer possible to mark meaningful
distinctirms between culture and society." (Chaney, 1Y9.2, 182). At its
best, Gergen claims,
postmodem life will place
a premium on relationships, not individualism.
Reality i tself-what
counts as true or rightwill be negotiated by communities and subcu\h~res.
National boundarics and
governments will matter
less. And ncw technologies will mean that people
from a variety of groups
will be more actively involved in democracy. (Heller, 1991)

Modernist
Constitutions of
Adult Education
Practices, Theory, and
Research
A Modernist constitution of
adult education theory, practice,
and research most of all is any approach to theory, practice, and research w h c h claims that adult education must be grounded or have a
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foundation in one or another of the
traditional disciplines of knowledge; or is itselt: a discipline t ) f
knowledge and, therefore, frmndational; or which claims that adult
education is on the road tu disciplinary status and that given enough
time, it will arrive at that foundational status.
1 want to discuss some dear examples of modernist constitutions
of adult education. These examples
include 11) professionalism and specialization; (2) adult education as
psychologism, sociologism, and
other forms of pseudo-~ience;(3)
so-called "liberal" adult education;
(3)self-directed learning theory norn~nllypresent in adult education literature; (5) HRD corporate training
models predicated on short-term
human capital assumptions, ends
and goals; and (6) research methodologies.
This list of modernist constructions of adult education constitutes
almost the core curriculum of a
modern program of graduate studies in adult edt~cfitiot~
in the United
States. The conceptual core of modemmt adult education thinking and
acting is exclusionary professios~alization and specialization. 1 begin
with a brief an~lysisof professionalization and speciatization. The
other examples follow easily from
ths conceptual core.

(1) Professianalization and
Specialization
Modernist praxis is most markedly characterized by syecialization
and proiessionalization, or morc
aptly put, by a professionalism
which has coIlapsed into an objectifying specializd t ion. Professionalism has become reduced to a mode
of conduct which seeks to k i o m c
ever more specialized and technical.
Professionalization today is the
commitment of one's spirit and soul
to technicistic language, meaning
and life. It is commitment which es-

chews the n~etaphor and magic
within the spontaneity of change. It
seeks, and acquiesces in the face of,
author~t~tive
dominance within life
increas~r~gly
removed from natural
life forms, natural rhythms and
from nature itself. In our time, the
modernist claim is that one can nnl y
be called a profrssi~~nal
~f onc specializes in a subject. The more
focussed the subject matter, thc
more precise and rigorous thc specialization (mght to becomc.
Formerly, a profession was a
protessing process. In those days, to
pratess meant tu solemnly declare,
promise, vow, or to act so a5 to enter,
say, a rcliglous order. It meant that
one declared, acknow I e d ~ ~ dbe,
lieved, intended, practiced a view. A
profession meant a vocatic>n.A profession meant "the rbccuyation
which one professes to bc skilled in
and to tollow.. . a vocation in which
one professed knclwledge of some
department i ~ Ieanung
f
or science rn
its application to the affairs of others
or in thc practlce of an art founded
upon it" (OED).

(2) Adult Education as

Pseudo-Science
rn contemporary modernist
terms, the customary way in which
one demonstrates onc's competency
and spccinlization as a genuine professional is to specialize in a discipline or to be competent in a discipline I'ersons seeking acadcmic appnintmrnts in universities, for example, must demonstrate that they
specialize in some area of that diwipline and are competent in othrr areas within it. Therefurc, since person can only d ~ m o ~ t r a t profesc.
sion,jlism through acting and practicing within a discipline, and since
adult education is not yet a disiiplinc, the great bulk of the practices
of adult educatos is drawn from
traditional disciplines such a s psychdogy and sociology even though
adult educators are incrrasingly

trained and educated within adult:
education theory and research per
se. T h s same reliance upon traditional modernist sciences is demonstrated in adult educators' constructions of concepts and theories. This
means one of two things: Either (1)
adult educators must be well educated in one or more of these sciences in orde~to carry through their
practices, develop their concepts
and theories, and perform their research accordmg to the standards of
those sciencus; or, it means that (2)
they will be engaged in adul t education practices, will be attempting to
construct theore tical concepts, and
will be doing research as pseudoscientists or as persons purporting
to perforrn science without necessarily possessing sufficient credentials for doing it well.3

(3) Liberal Adult Education
"Liberal" adult education (as
distinct from a liberal political ideology and belief system) normally has
been identified with the cultivation
of knowledge w i t h 1 the context of
a leisure class and within the activities of rjch and privileged communities of persons. The transmission of
carem selections of cultural domains and processes are primarily
controlled by cultural elites. The
claimed infomation, know ledge,
and wisdom, are measured out
through their hegemonic dominance. Liberal education always has
claimed that special cultivation of
minds w h c h ought to be performed
out of all of the possible ways of
cultivafion. This h d of education
increasingly has come into the
hands of specialists and professionals dedicated to reproducing their
own degrws and Iunds. Hence, lihera1 education is articulated in aicordance with specialistic visions,
gclals, and purposes--c~rmore accurately those visions, goals, and purposes of the plslitical powers i011trolli~igthem.
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(4) Self-Directed Learning
Theory in Adult Education
Self-directed leaming in adult
education generally has been conceived as a freer form of learning
and education, as a more informal
prwess in which a person chooses
freely to engage. One problem has
always been present, however: selfdirected learmng has been understood in juxtaposition with formal
education, schooling, and training,
albeit somehow not as effective,specialized or professional. Rarely has
self-directed learning been articulated concretely and accurately as
the fundamental thrust of all learning,especially adult learning. I have
in mind here a range of Iearning activity and process from a person's
very free-ranging learning to v e v
forced learning. In all cases along
this range of learning activity, however, learning is self-direction, although freer in somecases and more
forced in other cases.
Michael Collins has descrihd
the problen~in this way:
From a critical perspective, the problem is not
with sel f-d i rec ted learning
itself (should there be any
other kind?). Rather the
concern is with the reification of self-directed learning in support of dubious
professional king aspirations and the deleterious
effects, via its instrumental rationality, on the learning processes. Relevant engagement with
contemporary social and
political issues can,and
should, occur without the
deployment of self-directed learning as technique or strategy. The idea
of 'facilitating' self-directed learning which
Knowles recognized ordinary wide-awake adults already possess ('to be adult
means to be self-direct-
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ing') makes no more sense
than comfortable pedagogical chatter about ernpowering people. For a
critical perspective on
adult education, the critical task is to identify social
structures and practices
which (mis)shapesocial
leaming processes and undermine capacities adults
already possess to control
their own education. (Collins, 1994,100)
( 5 ) Human Resource
Development (HRD)
Leonard Nadler has defined human resource development as "organized learning experience in a
given period of time to bring about
the possibility of performance
change or general growth for the
individual within an urgdnization"
(Nadler, 1984, 1). j. Jones has defined human mource development
as "an approach to the systen~atic
expansion of people's work-reiated
abilities, focussed on the attainment
of both organizational and personal
goals'' (Jones,1981, 188).Karen Wa tkins has defined Human Resource
Development as "the field of study
and practice responsible for the fostering of a long-tcrm, work-related
[earning capacity st the individual,
group, and organizational level of
organizations" (Watkins,1989,427).
Whether these definitions are
good dcfinitions or not, each one
surely underscores essential structures of what human resource deveiopment must always be: the subordination of utdividual persons to
the economic hegcmonv oi corporate needs, corporate purposes, and
corporate goals presupposing human capital theory in modernism's
unique totali7.ing ways.

( 6 ) Received Research

MethodoIogies
Rewarch methodologies in
modernist adult education have
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come to be characterized and dichotomizd fashionably as either
qualitative research or quantitative
restarch. This either/ur view of research is nowhere as marked as in
dissertation research4carried out by
graduate students enrolled in doctoral programs in adult education.
Doctoral students seem to believe
that they are forced to choose between quite exclusionary ways of
doing raearch. They often sccm entire1y oblivious to the plain fact that
all inquiry properly called research
must always ask two distinguishable but inseparable questions:
what kixd (or quality) of phenornenon are you investigating and haw
mir~h(or what quantity or degree) of
it have you disco~ered?~
The finalizing and absulutizing
of mutually exclusive and dichotomized ways of performing adult
education research which have been
drawn largely from exactlv those social sciences most influenced bv
logical positivism, logical empicicism, and behaviorism mark boih ot
these research methodologies as
modernist. That research-oriented
adult educators are led to believe
that they must choose one or the
other is itself another central thrust
of modernism in adult education. In
its objectifying ways, modernism
has separated values and facts.
Therefore, modernist adult educators have committed the same error
in articulating and utilizing their
most fundamental research rnethodologies.

Postmodernism and
Adult Education
A distinction-but not a separation-must be made between (I)
adult education in the postrnodem
world, (2) postmodern adult education, and (3) a postmodern definition of adult education. These three
ways of distinguishing postmodernism and adult education can be
clarified in the following ways:'
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(1) Adult education in a postmodem world is adult contextuali z d learning carried out in the contemporary world described as, and
constituted of, all of the postmodern
d e s c r i p t i found
~ ~ in the disciplines
cited above (and in many more disciplines) on the assumptionwhether tacit nr explicit-that these
descriptions and constitutions are
persons' accurate co-descriptions of
this lifeworld.
(2) ln a provisional way, by
postmodem adult education as carried out today, 1 mean the practice
a n d theory of adult educators and of
adult education beginning roughly
with the exemplary, radical rvurk af
Paulo Freire, his associates and
workers, and all of those persons
who knowledgeably and commi ttedly worked as Subjects
(Freire's term) at those (and at our
own) infinite tasks of conscientized
empowerment and transformation
ofcommuniti-of persons. I a l ~ use
o
the term ~ostmodemadult ~ d u c a tion to refer to the paradigmatic
practices and research projects carried out by Myles Hortun and h s
assuch tes, and the liberation of
minds and bodies at an even earlier
date by the Highlander Folk Schclol
(now the Highlander Research Crnter).
(3) A postmodern detinition uf
adult education would he a definition of adult learning and theeducation elf adults wluch is consistent
with (a) accounts of descriptions
and our technological society provided by postmodcrnist thinkers in
the disciplines cited above (and in
many more disciplines) and (bl an
accurate account of what 1 have so
far characterized as postmodern
adult education. A postmodernist
definition of adult education which
issues from philosophical investigations probably can be fashioned
along the analogy of medical practices (although not medical science).
I say tlus since some diseases are
classified as being groups of disorders with non-specific symptoms of
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unknown etiology. Yet even these
diseaws must be treated in healthenhancing and disease-preventing
ways.

Therefort., in the venerable heal-

ing and health-enhancing traditions
in both philosophy and adult e d ~ ~ c a tion perhaps a postrnodem definition of adult education could read as
f o l l o ~ ~adult
s : education is a group
of common, non-speci fic practices,
reflectings, and continuing inquiries
carried through by persons and
ctm~munitiescon trx t ualizing their
felt needs of bettering their lives,
and characterized by their feelings,
experiencirigs and consciousings of
their private and public growth in
skills, information. and knowledge
through praxis, both as individuals
and as communities bf persons.

Concluding Remarks
The prevailing conditions in Institutions ofhigher educatic~nin the
United States are increasingly hostile toward persons' a t temp ts toperIorm and to provide authentic public spheres for papular education as
1 have described it. These contemporary institutions are embattled bastions of romanticism and m d e r n ism still projecting the ciitist rhetorics of separated minds and bodies.
These chronically underfunded centers increasingly assume the unprotective coloration of corporate commodification~of privdtized romantic and modernist versions of information, knowledge, and education.
They claim to offer marketable iusions of young minds and bodies
through curricularized prescriptions of modernist well--roundedness as preparatiun for the massivel y adverting corporate worlds
after graduation.

But the human proclivity
to evil in general, and to
conflictual competition
and ec-ological destruction
in particular, can be
grently exacerbated or

better world order, with a
far less dangerous trajectory, than the one we now
have. (Griffin, 1993, x)

greatly mitigated by a
world order and its worldview. Modernity exacerbates it about as much as
imagmable. We can therefore envision, without being naively utopian, a far

If adult educators are to perform the drama turgy7 of celearn-

ing and co-acting necessary among
persons and communities in postmodern times, they must do it as
popular educators within the grass
m t s of popular education.

Endnotes
1. Perhaps the most important lus-

Closely related to literary-artistic
postmodemism is a philosophical nost-modernism insvired
variously by pragmatism,
physicalism, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Martin Heidegger, and
Jacques Derrida and other recent French thmkers. By the use
of terms that arise out of particular segments
of this moveu
ment, it can be called deconstructive or eliminative postnlodernisnr.
It overcomes the modem worldview through an antiworldview: it deconstructs or elirninates the ingredients necessary
for a worldview, such as God,
self, purpose, meaning, a real
world, and truth as correspondence. While motivated in some
cases by the ethical concern to
forestall totalitarim systems,
this type of postmodern
thought issues in relativism,
even nihllisrn. It could also be
called uItramudemism, in that its
eliminations result from carrying modern premises to their
logica 1 conclusions.

torical reference for my purposes in this discussion is Charles Sanders Peirce and his
commonsensism"
"critical
whlch he believed to be central
to pragrtlatism (or for hun,later,
pragmaticism).

2. Beyond connoting this sentiment,
the term postmodm is used in a
confusing variety of ways, some
of them contradictory to others.
In artistic and literary circles, for
example,
postmodernism
shares in this general sentiment
but also involves a sp~cificreaction against "modernism" in the
narrow sense of a movement in
artistic-literary circles in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Postmodern archi tectwe is very different from pustmodem literary criticism. In
some circles, the term postmod-mn is used in reference to that
potpourri of ideas and systems
sometimes called new age rnetaphysics, although many of these
ideas and systems are more premodern than poshni>dem.Even
in philosophical and theological
circles, the term / I O S ~ ~ H L re? L ~
fers to two quite different positions, one of which is reflected
in h s series. Each position
seeks to transcend both modernism in the sense of the worldview that has developed out of
the
seventeenth-century
Galielean-Cartesian- BaconianNewtonian science, and modwnity in the sense of the world
order that both conditioned and
was conditioned by this worldview. But the two positions seek
to transcend the modem in different ways.
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[There is another view of postmodernism whch] can, by contrast,
~
be called co~tstructivuor revisionnry. It seeks to overcome the
modern worldview not by
eliminating the possibility of
worldviews as such, but by constructing a postmodem worldview though a revision of modem premises and traditional
concepts. This constructive or
revisionary postmodernism involves a new unity of scientific,
ethical, aesthetic, and religious
intuitions. It rejwts not science
as such but only that scjentjsm
in which the data of the m d e m
natural sciences are alone al-
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lowed to contribute to the construction of our worldview.
(Griffen, 1993, viii)
3. Since most adult educators in-

creasingly fall into the second
mode, ttus may account partially for the dismissive manner
in which scholars and teachers
in traditional disciplines often
treat adult education and the
low esteem in which adult educators often are held.
4. Each and every project of w h c h is
presumably a unique and original contribution to human
knowle~lge,or course.
5 . I have discuswcl adult education
research methodologies in
much more detail in an unpublished paper, "Tirnbred Research: A Globalizd R~esearch
Model for IZigorouu Lrtquiry in
Adult Education," 1936. with
revisions continuing through

1994.
6. I have discussed all of these matters in much greater detail in a
paper delivered during the 1989
meeting of the American Asse
ciation of Adult and Continuing
Education in Atlantic City, New
Jersey. The paper, "Lifelrmg
Learning: A Phenomenology of
Meaning and Value Transformation in PostModern Adult
Education," was presented on
October 4,1989.

7. "[Dlramaturgy of place [is] the
devices
and
prncedures
through which a particular
simulation is effected" (Chaney,
1994, 197).
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